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The North Island Grid Upgrade 
Project (NIGUP): archaeological 

investigations
Matthew Campbell and Jaden Harris

Th e North Island Grid Upgrade Project (NIGUP) is a new section of the national 
electricity grid connecting existing substations at Whakamaru, Pakuranga and 
Otahuhu. Design and construction of the line was carried out by Transpower 
New Zealand Ltd and Balfour Beatty United Group (NZ) Ltd as the Transpower 
Northern Grid Alliance (Th e Alliance). Th e overground portion of the project 
involves the construction of a line on lattice towers, with monopoles at Karapiro, 
to carry up to 400 kV between the Whakamaru North and Brownhill Road substa-
tions. Th ese substations are both new constructions: Brownhill is a 400 kV substa-
tion and Whakamaru North is 220 kV with the existing Whakamaru substation 
upgraded to absorb the extra capacity. Th e new line replaces the old ARI-PAK A line 
running at 110 kV between Brownhill and Pakuranga the line is an underground 
cable. Archaeological investigations at the Pakuranga substation have already been 
reported (Harris and Campbell 2010). All other archaeological investigations asso-
ciated with the project are reported here apart from monitoring of site S12/253 at 
Tower 94 under authority 2011/392, which is reported separately (site S12/361 was 
recorded and investigated during monitroing at the base of the hill on which the 
pa is located, and is reported here).

Leading up to the Notices of Requirement Hearings archaeological assessment 
was undertaken on behalf of Transpower by Brett Druskovich subcontracted to 
Bioresearches. From late 2008 the project was taken over by CFG Heritage Ltd, 
with fi eld assessments commencing in July 2009. Monitoring and investigation of 
works began in June 2010 and the line was put into service in October 2012. Final 
monitoring of reinstatement of tower sites was completed in April 2013. 

New Zealand Historic Places Trust authorities

Th e NIGUP line is 196 km long and contains 419 towers and 7 monopoles in 29 
wiring runs. It runs through six territorial authorities (in November 2010 the new 
Auckland Council incorporated the former Manukau City and parts of Franklin 
District, see Figure 1) and crosses 449 land parcels (inclusive of easements – only 
297 properties contain towers). Th e project was designed to avoid all known 
archaeological sites but it was recognised that unrecorded sites were likely to be 
aff ected. In order to mitigate adverse eff ects on any unrecorded sites that might 
be discovered during construction, and to ensure compliance with the Historic 
Places Act 1993 (HPA), Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and District and 
Regional Plans, following consultation with the New Zealand Historic Places Trust 
(NZHPT) an Archaeological Management Plan was prepared and submitted to 
NZHPT. Following approval of Management Plan archaeological authorities for 
land parcels aff ected were applied for under section 12 of the HPA. Authority 
applications were made for multiple properties in each wiring run as easements 
were obtained. Th us most wiring runs have multiple authorities, for example, 13D 
is the fourth authority for Wiring Run 13. Authorities were obtained for all prop-
erties within easements, both for tower construction, wiring platforms and access 
tracks. Authorities were in place prior to all construction but the negotiation proc-
ess with property owners to obtain easements meant that works did not proceed on 
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1. Map showing the route of the overhead line and nearby archaeological sites.
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a straight forward north to south progression, with works commencing at various 
times up and down the line.

Authorities were also obtained for work at the Whakamaru, Brownhill and 
Paukuranga substations and for the cable installation between Brownhill and 
Pakuranga. One hundred and twenty-nine authorities were obtained and are sum-
marised in Appendix A. 

Background
Environmental setting

Th e overhead line runs from the edge of Auckland through fragmented, partially 
developed rural land in South Auckland, into the more rural areas of the Waikato 
Region. It largely avoids intensively settled areas and elevated areas of high land-
scape values. From Tower 6, just south of the Brownhill Substation, the overhead 
line follows a valley and then crosses a hill, skirting Clevedon to its north and 
Ardmore Airport to its west. It crosses the divide into the Hunua Basin and trends 
west once south of the Hunua settlement, in order to avoid the valley and the 
Hunua Ranges and following the existing lines along the western hills. It crosses 
Happy Valley avoiding the settlement of Paparimu, and crosses the divide into the 
vicinity of Lyons Road and the former Hotel du Vin. It then crosses a further divide 
towards, but to the west of, Maramarua and Mangatangi.

It then runs along the long complex valley known as Waiterimu Valley, west of 
the Hapuakohe Range and to the west of settlements at Taniwha and Matahuru. 
From here it traverses the broad valley of Hoe o Tainui, to the east of Te Hoe. 
Th e line then swings east across the fl at land east of Orini and southwest of the 
Hangawera Hills. It crosses the hills, State Highway 26 and the railway line west 
of Morrinsville, and passes through broken country to cross to the west of the 
three volcanic peaks of Ruru, Maungakawa and Te Tapui. It continues through 
hilly country, passing the settlements of Te Miro to the east and Whitehall to the 
west, cand crosses the Waikato River and State Highway 1 close to the east end of 
Lake Karapiro (due to the high landscape values associated with Karapiro lattice 
towers were replaced with monopoles in this part of the oline). From here it passes 
over rolling land to the west of Maungatautari, and east of Horahora, to cross the 
Waikato River again to the north of Arapuni settlement. It then passes across roll-
ing country between the general areas of Hodderville and Waotu, crossing the 
Waipa stream and passing south of Wiltsdown Road through land currently in the 
process of dairy conversion, and then into the forest area to the west of Tokoroa. 
From here it crosses an arm of Lake Maraetai close to State Highway 32 and again 
crosses the Waikato River and trends south east to the site of the new Whakamaru 
North substation.

Th e total length of the route is about 196 kilometres. Th e route avoids all set-
tlements and urban areas, and is generally in land with a low population density 
although it passes reasonably close to a number of small settlements or areas which 
contain community facilities such as schools or halls.

Th e Waikato Region, in which the majority of the length of the route lies, is a 
major and relatively intensive dairying area, with limited areas of horticulture, and 
more extensive areas of sheep and beef farming. Th ere are a number of signifi cant 
areas of native bush with high ecological values in the Waikato Region which are 
avoided by the line route. In the vicinity of the urban areas of South Auckland and 
Morrinsville there is some peri-urban lifestyle-block development, including the 
Hunua valley and western hills and areas north and west of Morrinsville.

Th ere are some other scattered areas of lifestyle development more remote from 
urban areas, and also some traditional scattered residential areas associated with 
earlier, more intensive, farming practices or former hydroelectricity development.
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Archaeological Background

NIGUP is a linear project that is best conceived of in terms of archaeological land-
scapes – the connections in space and time between diff erent sites of human activ-
ity and the ongoing, dynamic interactions of humans and their environment, oft en 
incorporating diff erent periods. Pre-European Maori, historic period Maori and 
European settler sites are all located within these landscapes. In places the line 
runs through or close to dense archaeological landscapes; in other places towers 
are placed in high points adjacent to recorded pa; elsewhere there are few recorded 
sites near the line but this refl ects a lack of any archaeological ground survey as 
much as a lack of sites. In general the distribution of recorded sites indicated areas 
where further sites were likely to be present and where archaeological monitoring 
of earthworks would be appropriate.

Several landscapes were identifi ed in the Archaeological Mangagement Plan 
and are included here to provide a background for the archaeological investiga-
tions. Th is is based on the known archaeological record: a lack of recorded sites 
does not mean there are no sites in those areas; it may be merely an artefact of the 
recording process, with some areas intensively surveyed for sites while other areas 
have received little attention from archaeologists. Several of the pa along the route, 
especially in the Waikato Region, were originally recorded from aerial photogra-
phy and have never been visited by an archaeologist. Th e records for some sites have 
recently been upgraded as part of the New Zealand Archaeological Association 
(NZAA) site upgrade scheme, and some have been visited by Brent Druskovich 
during a previous phase of the NIGUP project prior to hearings before the Board of 
Inquiry. Some sites were newly recorded by Druskovich as part of this work.
1. A few pre-European Maori sites are recorded near Clevedon around Towers 

15–20, notably a pa (recorded as S11/7 in the New Zealand Archaeological 
Association site fi le, the national archaeological site database) and a moa bone 
deposit, R11/832 are close to the line. Other pre-European and historic period 
sites are also recorded around Clevedon and along the Wairoa River, including 
middens, pit and terrace sites and pa, as well as a redoubt.

2. Around Towers 30–40 north of Hunua is another cluster of sites including 
a gum trench (S11/1031) very close to Tower 32. A number of pre-European 
Maori terraces, pits, garden soils and middens are located to the east of the line 
in the hills that form the southern edge of the Ardmore Basin. Th ere are also 
historic period sites in this landscape including a historic homestead, and south 
of the hills towards Hunua a brick works (S12/328) and a gunfi ghter (historic 
period) pa (S12/209) are located close to the line.

3. Th e densest landscape that the line traverses is around Towers 61–85 mostly 
north of State Highway 2 at Mangatawhiri but with a few sites to the south 
of SH2. Garden soils, pits and terraces indicate pre-European Maori occupa-
tion, while nine sites are recorded as rifl e pits located around a gunfi ghter pa 
(S12/45). Th e garden soil (S12/272) and a pit site (S12/39) are located close to the 
line, while a kainga (S12/41) is also located close to the line. It is not clear from 
the site record if this relates to pre-European or historic period Maori occupa-
tion. One rifl e pit site and associated garden soil (S12/325) is located close to 
the line while others are 400 m or more away. A historic house, well and garden 
(S12/324), of which little is currently known, lies just south of these, while south 
of SH2 a pa (S12/49) is located.

4. From here to the south as far as Te Miro (Tower 255) very few sites other than 
pa are recorded. Th is is a possible indication that this stretch of the line has not 
been intensively surveyed for archaeological sites, as pa, though oft en clearly 
visible and well preserved, are usually associated with a range of more common 
site types such as pits, terraces, middens and garden soils. A pa, S12/253 is 
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recorded adjacent to Tower 94, another pa, S13/30 close to Tower 141 and fur-
ther down the line pa T14/110, is recorded close to Tower 233.

5. Near Te Miro there is a small cluster of historic and pre-European Maori sites, 
though none are within 500 m of the line.

6. Near Towers 283 and 284 are two pa recorded from aerial photographs. Neither 
has been visited by an archaeologist. Th ese are less than 4 km north of the 
Waikato River and it is highly likely that other, as yet unrecorded pre-European 
Maori sites are present in the vicinity.

7. Between Towers 289 and 291 are a series of pre-European Maori cultivated soils, 
T15/178, along the banks of the Waikato (Lake Karapiro) also recorded from 
aerial photos over several kilometres. Th ese are another indication of possibly 
dense occupation in this area, both north and south of the river.

8. A pa, T15/153, was recorded from aerial photos in the vicinity of Tower 308. It 
has not been visited by an archaeologist. Th ere is an urupa, T15/235, 500 m to 
the west of the line at Tower 305. Again, these indicate a more dense occupation 
than the current record suggests – they are 2 km or less from the Waikato near 
the southern end of Lake Karapiro and the Waikato River in general should be 
regarded as a signifi cant factor in pre-European Maori settlement.

9. From this point to around Tower 328, 4 km east of the Waikato, only pa are 
recorded, again suggesting that more common site types such as pits, terraces, 
middens and garden soils are present but unrecorded.

10. From here south to Tower 353, where the line enters previous exotic forest plan-
tations, few sites are recorded though the line is frequently within 4 or 5 km of 
the river. Some rock shelters are recorded within the forest and information on 
a cluster of sites in the area around Towers 361 – 367, which had been recorded 
when the land was converted from forestry to dairy farms, only became avail-
able once the construction phase of the project had begun.
In summary, some parts of the line, particularly toward the north, are well 

known archaeologically and cross reasonably well-recorded archaeological land-
scapes. To the south the archaeology seems to be less well known and there are 
indications that there may be many more sites present than are currently recorded. 
Some sites are recorded only from aerial photos and have never been visited by an 
archaeologist.

Th is information formed the basis of where archaeological work was directed 
and Druskovich’s report makes a series of recommendations for specifi c parts of 
the line, essentially the areas outlined above. As access became available individual 
tower sites were then checked by fi eld survey prior to any fi nal recommendations 
for archaeological monitoring being made.

Methodology
Archaeological Assessments

All tower sites and access routes were assessed prior to construction through desk-
top assessment and/or fi eld survey. Areas of high archaeological sensitivity and 
tower sites where archaeology was likely to be found had been previously identi-
fi ed in the Notices of Requirement section on archaeological values (NOR) pre-
pared for Transpower by Brent Druskovich (2007). In total 230 tower sites and 
the access routes to the towers were fi eld surveyed by either Matthew Campbell or 
Jaden Harris of CFG Heritage Ltd and a further 68 had previously been surveyed 
by Druskovich. Th e remaining 157 tower sites were subject to desktop assessment 
involving a detailed examination of the archaeological record in each area, historic 
maps and plans, the topography and environment, past and present land use, and 
also taking into account the scope of works required for each site. Some of the sites 
that were not specifi cally covered by fi eld survey were able to be viewed from adja-
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cent properties or were visited at a later stage of the project. Th e wiring platforms 
for Wiring Runs 1–26 were all fi eld surveyed by Jaden Harris. Rather than write 
separate assessment reports for each tower or groups of towers the tower sites were 
photographed and recorded on a standard form, including land form, land use, 
soils, sites within 1 km and likelihood of archaeology being encountered during 
construction.

For the removal of the decommissioned ARI-PAK A towers, as this part of the 
project did not require any earthworks in the form of access tracks or crane pads, 
only those sites that were close to recorded archaeological sites were inspected.

Scope of works

Th e construction of access tracks and crane pads for the NIGUP project was car-
ried out principally by subcontractors to the Alliance: J Swap Contractors Ltd, 
Matamata, and Schick Construction and Cartage, Hamilton. Access tracks were 
generally temporary tracks, consisting of a 4 m wide strip being excavated down to 
fi rm subsoil and then overlaid with geotextile cloth and road metal or other rock. 
Th e scale of access track construction varied from site to site, from less than 50 m to 
several hundred metres in length, and in many cases followed existing farm tracks 
and required minimal earthworks. Only new sections of track in areas assessed to 
potentially archaeologically sensitivity were monitored. Crane pads varied in size 
dependent on the topography and size of the tower to be constructed, but generally 
required earthworks over an area of 20 x 20 m or less. All topsoil stripping on the 
sites monitored was conducted with the aid of hydraulic excavators.

At various sites other minor earthworks were required for retaining walls, fenc-
ing, vehicle turning areas and during foundation work. Earthworks for the foun-
dations of the towers were not monitored: foundations were usually drilled and 
did not provide scope for locating any archaeological features, and the footprint 
for access tracks and crane pads was much larger and provided a fi rm basis for 
understanding the archaeology around the tower site. In a small number of cases 
where archaeological features were uncovered on the access track or crane pad 
close to the tower site, further assessment of the tower site was made prior to the 
start of foundation works to minimise the possibility of any archaeology being 
disturbed. Part of the NIGUP project also involved the removal of trees and other 
vegetation from around tower sites and particularly in the easement between the 
spans which had the potential to impact on archaeological sites. Vegetation works 
were only monitored where they were in close proximity to previously recorded 
archaeological sites.

Monitoring and investigation

Archaeological monitoring was carried out in accordance with the Archaeological 
Management Plan, which included an Accidental Discovery Protocol (ADP). 
Monitoring was conducted according to the works schedule provided by Transpower 
and te extent of monitoring was dependant on the discretion of the archaeolo-
gist. For some sites monitoring consisted of one brief visit at the commencement 
of earthworks and at other sites, especially those close to recorded archaeological 
sites, all preliminary topsoil stripping was monitored. At sites where preliminary 
topsoil stripping revealed no evidence or any likelihood of archaeology, monitor-
ing was discontinued and work allowed to proceed under the ADP. All earthworks 
that were not monitored were carried out under the ADP, where if any potential 
archaeological features were uncovered the archaeologist was contacted by either 
the contractor or Transpower.
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In the few cases where archaeology was encountered this was investigated and 
recorded. Archaeological features were planned, photographed and sampled as 
appropriate for each site, following standard archaeological practice. Th e minimal 
footprint of most of the earthworks undertaken limited the extent of investigation 
of any archaeology found. Investigations were confi ned to the 4 m wide access 
tracks and crane pads. All archaeological work during the construction phase of 
the NIGUP project was conducted by Jaden Harris and Matthew Campbell of CFG 
Heritage Ltd.

Records for new archaeological sites and updated information for other sites 
were entered into the New Zealand Archaeological Association site fi le, the national 
database of archaeological sites, via ArchSite (www.archsite.org.nz).

Results

During the construction phase 33 tower sites were monitored, resulting in the inves-
tigation of eight archaeological sites, including the recording of fi ve new sites (Table 
1). Other archaeological work carried out included the updating of site records for 
archaeological sites able to be visited or viewed from properties accessed during 
the project, and the recording of a new historic site in the easement between towers 
327 and 328. Details of archaeological investigation conducted for the NIGUP is 
reported below, from north to south.

Site Site type Tower Wiring Run Authority
S11/1031 historic gum digger trench Tower 32 3 2010/25
S12/362 fi re scoop (new site) Tower 69 6 2011/179
S12/367 historic ditch and bank fence (new site) Tower 69 6 2011/179
S12/361 chert fl aking fl oor (new Site Tower 93 7 2010/317
S12/253 pa Tower 94 7 2010/60
S13/150 fi re scoop (new site) Tower 141 10 2011/173
T15/153 Waniwani Pa Tower 308 22 2010/191
T15/242 fi re scoops (new site) Tower 314 22 2010/191

Table 1. Summary of sites investigated.
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S11/1031, Tower 32

Th e Tower 32 site is located on Allotment 147 Parish of Hunua on a ridge in the 
hills above Clevedon and is accessed off  Highridge Road. Immediately adjacent 
to the tower site is a recorded archaeological site S11/1031. Th e site was recorded 
during an earlier course of the project in 2007 as a possible gum digger trench. 
Early plans for Tower 32 were based on aerial photos and, as the site was covered in 
vegetation, it was not clear how S11/1031 would be aff ected by construction. Later 
in the process it became evident that the site would be modifi ed or partly destroyed 
by earthworks to construct the new tower. All earthworks and vegetation clearance 
around site S11/1031 were monitored under authority 2010/25.

Results

Archaeological monitoring and investigation of site S11/1031 was carried out by 
Jaden Harris between June and November 2010. An initial visit to the site was 

Sites
Maori
European
Not recorded

Tower 32Tower 32S11/1031S11/1031

2. Location of the Tower 32 site and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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carried out prior to any works starting on 6 June 2010. At this stage the site and 
general area was still covered in large kanuka trees and other vegetation which did 
not allow for the site to be fully assessed. On 19 July the clearance of trees and other 
vegetation around the site was monitored. Trees were felled by chainsaw away from 
the site and removed with a hydraulic excavator.

Th e next stage of site works was the mulching of tree stumps and surface roots 
to allow access into the tower site. Th e site was visited on 1 November 2010 and 
site S11/1031 was recorded prior to mulching, including a measured plan of the 
trenches and a profi le of part of the trench. Digital photographs were taken of the 
site at each stage of monitoring.

On 3 November the site was visited aft er the stumps in the trenches and around 
the tower site had been mulched to inspect and record any damage. Part of the 
bank at the end of the trench at the northern end had been damaged by the mulch-
ing unit and the trenches had been largely fi lled with the debris from the mulched 
stumps and roots.

At this stage the fi nal position of the tower site was surveyed and marked out 
and it became clear that part of the trenches at least would have to be destroyed to 
construct a crane pad to erect the new tower. Monitoring of topsoil stripping for 
the crane pad was carried out on 12 November 2010. Th e whole of the southern half 
of the site was destroyed and the remainder cut down and fi lled.

Th e site comprises two irregular trenches, on the end of a narrow ridge, with a 
steep drop off  to a gully on the west side. Th e trenches are not regular in form and 
have a bank on the west side, formed by soil dug out of the trench being dumped 
down slope, and are open at the ends (Figure 3). Th ere is a small baulk between the 
two trenches and while the bases are not fl at, they have a maximum depth of 1 m.
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site S11/1031.
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No associated features or other evidence regarding the construction of the 
trenches was identifi ed in the general area. Th e ground surface and vegetation were 
cleared around the site so any such evidence would have been visible if present. 
Gum digging is the most likely origin of the trenches but there is no specifi c evi-
dence to directly relate them to this industry or any other historic activities which 
are likely to have taken place in the area include logging and land clearance for 
farming.

Discussion

No defi nitive information was able to be obtained about site S11/1031 regarding 
the original purpose of the trenches or when they were constructed. Th ere is no 
evidence that the features relate to pre-Eropean Maori activity. Prior to investiga-
tion the site was in an area of regenerating native bush, with large kanuka and an 
understorey of tree ferns and other trees. Th is suggests that at the time the trenches 
were dug the area may have been largely free of vegetation, possibly as the result 
of logging or bush clearance for farming. In any event the features probably date 
from the late 19th or early 20th century and are related to gum digging, logging or 
an unknown farming practice.

Th e site is now largely destroyed and the site record for S11/1031 has been 
updated in the New Zealand Archaeological Association site fi le, the national data-
base of archaeological sites, via Archsite (www.archsite.org.nz).

4. View of S11/1031 after vegetation clearance looking 
North West (scale = 1 m).

5. View of bank on west side of southern trench after 
topsoil stripping showing redeposited soil dug out from 
the trench (scale = 1 m).
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S12/362 and S12/367, Tower 69

Tower 69 is located on Part Allotment 1 Parish of Otau on the west side of the 
Mangatawhiri River on a fl at topped ridge near the head of the Lyons Road Valley 
in the lower reaches of the Mangatawhiri Gorge. Th e area is signifi cant for the 
number of archaeological sites relating to both pre-European Maori and historic 
period occupation, especially around the time of the New Zealand wars. 

Archaeological monitoring of topsoil stripping for the access track and crane 
pad for Tower 69 took place on 13 and 14 April 2011 by Jaden Harris under author-
ity 2011/179. One fi re scoop and a historic farm fence were recorded during moni-
toring and are described below.

Background

Fourteen archaeological sites are recorded within a radius of 1 km from Tower 
69 and its access track (Table 2). Th ese include pa, gardening sites, a village site, 

Tower 69Tower 69

Sites
Maori
European
Not recorded

S12/362
S12/367

S12/362
S12/367

6. Location of the Tower 69 site and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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and rifl e pits relating to the 1863 war, and a historic period house site. Paparata Pa 
(S12/32) is located on the east side of the Mangatawhiri River above the former Hotel 
du Vin and was a major point of resistance for the tribes loyal to the Kingitanga 
during the fi ghting with the British in 1863. Aft er the wars the land was confi s-
cated and settled by Europeans from the mid-1860s.

At the time of the 1863 war a large population of Maori were resident around 
Paparata Pa and the valley below was “covered with fi elds of wheat, potatoes, 
and maize, and with many groves of peach-trees” (Cowan 1955: 270). Gustavus 
Ferdinand von Tempsky, who served with a group of forest rangers during the war, 
described a scouting mission on Paparata Pa in 1863 in his journal:

From what we saw it appears that we had been encircled within two 
hundred yards of a zigzagging line of rifl e-pits traversing nearly the 
whole valley. A sharp elbow of the river, with its convex angle towards 
Koheroa, had been taken advantage of in the following way: Th e 
inner side of the bank had been dug out in proper traversed shape in 
their usual fashion of rifl e-pits, but the earth had been thrown into 
the river, so that an enemy could never have expected the existence 
of these rifl e-pits till within a dangerous distance of a volley from 
pieces resting on the very ground on which you trod. Moreover, a few 
withered bushes had been allowed to remain immediately in front to 
mask still more the formidable line. Whares with bullet-proof fl ax 
mats for roofs were built all along inside the rifl e-pits. On the ridge 
above was the stockaded and rifl e-pitted pa. Th e whares in the vari-
ous entrenchments were capable of accommodating nearly a thou-
sand men (Cowan 1955: 272).

From this account it would seem reasonable to expect that archaeological fea-
tures could be encountered on both sides of the Mangatawhiri River, both above 
and below the pa. Aft er the 1863 confl ict the Mangatawhiri block was confi scated 
from Maori and sold or awarded to European settlers, including to Major Lyon, 
whose descendants still farm the property today.

Site number Site Description
S12/32 Paparata Pa
S12/34 rifl e pits
S12/35 rifl e pits
S12/36 rifl e pits
S12/37 rifl e pits
S12/39 storage pits
S12/40 storage pits
S12/41 kainga
S12/42 pa
S12/43 rifl e pits
S12/44 rifl e pits
S12/324 historic house site
S12/325 rifl e pits and garden mounds

Table 2. Recorded archaeological sites within 1 km 
of the Tower 69 site and access track.
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Methodology

Topsoil stripping for the access track and crane pad was carried out by hydraulic 
excavator under archaeological supervision. Th e access track is only a temporary 
roadway for the construction of the towers and will be uplift ed and grass reinstated 
when works are complete. Prior to the roadway being levelled and metal laid over 
geotech cloth, all sections of the track were inspected for archaeological evidence.

Results

During monitoring of the access track for Tower 69 one fi re scoop was found 
approximately 250 m north of the tower site. Th e area around the fi re scoop was 
cleaned down by spade to check for any associated features and then photographed. 
No other features were present in the vicinity. Th e fi re scoop was then excavated 
and a bulk sample of the fi ll retained for charcoal analysis and possible radiocar-
bon dating. Th e fi re scoop was 400 mm diameter circular feature with a maximum 
depth of 200 mm containing numerous fragments of charcoal and fi re cracked 
rock that had been used as oven stones. Th e oven stones were water rolled and were 
probably sourced from the nearby Mangatawhiri River. Clay around the edge of the 
feature was fi re reddened, indicating in situ burning. No bone or shell was present 
in the fi ll. Th e paddock the fi re scoop is in has been regularly cultivated, but the 
fi re scoop is situated alongside a fence line and so has been protected somewhat 
from repeated ploughing. It has been recorded in the New Zealand Archaeological 
Association site fi le as site S12/362.

No other features were identifi ed in the rest of the access track but in the area 
of the crane pad by the tower site a ditch and bank fence line and associated post-
holes were recorded. Th ese features most likely relate to early European farming 
and may date from as early as the mid-1860s through to the early 20th century. 
Th e ditch was clearly visible as a dark linear feature running at an angle across the 
crane pad and was briefl y investigated. Upon cleaning down the surface around it 

7 (left). View of the fi re scoop prior to excavation (scale = 0.5 m).

8 (above). Fire scoop S12/362 after excavation, with oven stone 
fragments (scale = 0.5 m).
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a line of square postholes was revealed on the east side indicating a combination 
post-and-rail or post-and-wire fence and ditch. Th e baulk at the north end of the 
crane pad excavation was cleaned down and revealed that the ditch profi le started 
just below the turf layer and was up to 700 mm wide and 500 mm deep in the small 
section investigated. Th e fi ll comprised dark topsoil mixed with orange-brown 
subsoil and contained no inclusions. At the south end of the crane pad it turned at 
a right-angle to the west and square postholes were again visible on the south side 
of this section. To the east of this corner there was a gap, possibly representing an 
old gateway, and then another less well defi ned ditch with two to three postholes 
running down off  the side of the ridge. Some of these postholes had the remains 
of what were probably split totara fence posts with fragments of fencing wire and 
staples attached. Although it is not possible to date the two sections of fence, it may 
be that two diff erent phases of fence line are represented. Th e fence lines are clearly 
early features of the farm layout as they are on a diff erent alignment to the current 
fences.

While there is no secure dating evidence for the fence it is most likely to be 
a 19th century site dating to the fi rst occupation by European farmers aft er the 
Waikato Wars. It could be as old as the 1860s though such fences were still be used 
and built in to the early 20th century. It has been recorded as archaeological site 
S12/367.

In a previous survey Druskovich noted the possible presence of a historic site 
near the airstrip on the Lyons’ property, but that it had not been assessed for its 
age and was not recorded as an archaeological site (Druskovich 2007: 44). No other 
evidence of a possible historic site was noted in the study area during monitor-
ing, but only the access track and tower site for Tower 69 were assessed. A quick 
search for historic survey plans in the area showed that many of the confi scated 
blocks around the Mangatawhiri River had been settled by Europeans from the 
mid-1860s, but did not show any details of internal fences or other divisions.

On the same property, part of the earthworks for Tower 66 were also monitored. 
Th is tower is located in the vicinity of where pit site S12/39 was recorded. Th e site 

had been recorded in 1972 and was described as pits, but it 
is not clear from the original record if the pits were actually 
visited or merely viewed from a distance. Th e wider area 
around Tower 66 was walked over during the course of fi eld 
survey and monitoring and no pits observed. Several tree-
throw hollows were observed in the area and may have been 
mistakenly recorded as archaeological features or the pits 
visible in 1972 may have been infi lled in the interim.

Charcoal analysis

Charcoal extracted from the fi ll of the fi re scoop was submit-
ted to Rod Wallace (Auckland University) for identifi cation. 
Nine species were identifi ed representing mainly broadleaf 
tree species with some shrub and small tree species and a 
single piece of kauri. Th e sample suggests the presence of 
some form of forest locally though not a climax broadleaf 
podocarp or kauri forest. 

9. View looking 
roughly south directly 

down old fence line 
S12/367 (scale = 0.5 m).
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Chronology

A sub-sample consisting of bracken root, coprosma, rangiora, fi vefi nger, pitt-
osporum, mapou, mahoe and unidentifi ed shrub charcoal was submitted to the 
Waikato Radiocarbon Laboratory for standard radiometric dating. All of these 
species are relatively short lived and suitable for dating. Th e radiocarbon result 
(Wk-33643) could not determine a clear period of occupation, with spikes at a 
95.4 % confi dence interval ranging 17th–20th centuries. A 20th century date can 
be discounted and the fi re scoop probably represents occupation by Maori in the 
late prehistoric period, probably between AD 1670 and 1740, or in relation to the 
historic period occupation of Paparata Pa during the Waikato Wars.

Discussion

Peripheral to the main defences and habitation sites associated with Paparata Pa, 
which have more obvious evidence in the form of visible earthworks, there are 
likely to have been numerous smaller camps around the valley which are far harder 
to detect archaeologically. When sites are in areas that have been ploughed or 
developed these types of sites become even harder to detect and it is only through 
active archaeological monitoring of earthworks for Tower 69 that site S12/362 was 

Species Plant type NISP %
Undetermined shrub sp.  1 
Coprosma sp.  2
Rangiora (Brachyglottis repanda) Shrubs and 4 41%
Fivefi nger (Pseudopanax arboreus) small trees 9
Pittosporum sp.  2
Mapou (Myrsine australis)  3
Mahoe (Melicytus ramifl orus)  3
Bracken root Other 3 5%
Tarairi (Beilschmiedia tarairi)  6
Puriri (Vitex lucens) Broadleaf 7 53%
Maire (Nestegis cunninghamii) trees 1
Rata (Metrosideros robusta)  17
Kauri (Agathis australis) Conifer 1 1%
Totals  59 

Table 3. Identifi ed species from the charcoal sample from the fi ll of the fi re scoop 
at site S12/362.

Lab no. Radiocarbon age cal AD 68% cal AD 95%
Wk-33643 178 ± 30 1670–1740 (28.7%) 1685–1785 (42.9%)
  1795–1815 (7.0%) 1790–1820 (9.6%)
  1835–1885 (19.1%)  1825–1895 (26.3%) 
  1920–1955 (13.4%) 1905–1955 (16.6%)

Table 4. S12/362, radiocarbon result.
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recorded. Although only one fi re scoop is recorded at present, it is highly likely 
that further features would be found if a larger area were to be investigated in the 
future.

Th e range of tree species identifi ed from charcoal found in the fi re scoop give 
a snapshot of the environment at the time the scoop was dug. Th e mix of broad-
leaf trees along with some smaller shrubs and trees indicates a partially modifi ed 
environment, perhaps consistent with Maori having cleared more suitable areas 
for cultivations with steeper gullies and hills still being aff orested. Th e fi re scoop 
is either a late pre-European feature or relates to the historic period occupation of 
Paparata.
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S12/361, Tower 93

Tower 93 is located on Lot 3 DP 32767 in the Kopuku Stream catchment south-west 
of Maramarua. Tower site 94 is on the same ridge and immediately beside pa site 
S12/253 and Tower site 93 is on the next ridge to the north. Due to the proximity 
to the recorded pa site archaeological monitoring of topsoil stripping for the access 
track to towers 93 and 94 was recommended. During monitoring a new archaeo-
logical site S12/361 was identifi ed and recorded along the access track adjacent to 
the Tower 93 site. Th e site consisted mainly of two concentrated chert working 
areas and an archaeological investigation was carried out under authority 2010/60 
by Jaden Harris on 7 December 2010.

Methodology

Topsoil stripping for the access track was carried out by hydraulic excavator under 
archaeological supervision. Th e access track is only a temporary roadway for the 

Sites
Maori
European

Tower 93
Tower 94

S12/361
S12/253

Tower 93
Tower 94

S12/361
S12/253

10. Location of the Towers 93 and 94 and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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construction of the towers and will be uplift ed and grass reinstated when works are 
complete. Prior to the roadway being levelled and metal laid over geotextile cloth, 
all sections of the track were inspected for archaeological evidence.

In the section of track where the concentrations of chert fl akes were identifi ed 
the general area was marked off  to stop vehicles driving over the site and the sur-
face cleaned down with spade and trowel to defi ne the extent of the site. GPS points 
were taken using a handheld unit to mark the extents of the site, Areas A and D, 
and in the centre of the two main concentrations of chert fl akes, Areas B and C. A 
baseline was then set up down the centre of the track from Area C to B and fl akes 
were grouped by location and given a bag number which was recorded on a scale 
plan. Th e edge of the access track which defi ned the extent of the excavation area 
was also recorded. Digital photographs were taken of all areas and artefacts prior 
to removal.

Results

Th e main concentration of chert fl akes was in Area B and consisted of a darker 
patch of soil 50–75 mm deep covering an area approximately 4 x 3 m. Flakes of 
chert were present throughout the layer and the soil also contained fl ecks of char-
coal. Area C was a further 10 m up the hill immediately opposite the crane pad 
for Tower 93. Here the soil also contained chert fl akes and fl ecks of charcoal, but 
the layer was much thinner and the fl akes more dispersed. Lower down the hill 
Area A was recorded as a darker patch of soil containing large chunks of chert 
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11. Map showing location of S12/361 and points A–D, and pa S12/253. Map provided by Transpower.
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and fl ecks of charcoal. Above Area C 
a few isolated fragments of chert were 
observed, but with no associated fea-
tures. Th is was recorded as Area D 
and a GPS point taken to mark the 
uphill extent of the site.

Th e paddock the site was located 
in had been ploughed in the past and 
the chert fl akes were mixed into the 
interface between the topsoil and the 
subsoil. No other features such as fi re 
scoops or postholes were identifi ed, 
although given the limited nature of 
the earthworks these may be present 
outside of the area investigated.

Area A

Area A marked the visible downhill 
extent of the site and consisted of a 
darker patch of soil with large chunks 
of chert and fl ecks of charcoal visible 
on the surface. Th e area around the 
darker soil was cleaned down but 
there were no other associated fea-
tures in the area. To investigate the 
feature a trench 300 mm wide was 
dug along the edge of the track, as the 
dark soil continued into the baulk. 
Th e feature did not have any regular 
edges and the dark soil came down 
onto sterile clay subsoil. Th e largest 
piece weighed 1304 g and this and 
several other pieces did not appear 
to have been worked or fl aked. Some 
of the smaller pieces had clearly been 
broken from larger cobbles, but with 
no obvious fl aking or attempt to work 
the material. However, the material 
is clearly cultural in origin and has 
been imported into the area.

Area B

Area B comprised the main concen-
tration of chert fl akes and covered 
an area approximately 4 x 3 m, with 
some scattered fl akes outside this 
area. Th e fl akes were mixed into the 
base of the topsoil and any remnant 
of an original working surface had 
been destroyed by ploughing, with 
some fl akes noted quite high up in 
the topsoil. From Area B 67 samples 
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13 (right). View of Area A prior to excavation.

14 (below left). Area A showing trench excavated through dark soil feature.

15 (below right). View of chert fl akes in Area B prior to excavation 
(scale = 1 m).

16 (bottom left). General view of Areas B and C with pa S12/253 in the 
background.

17 (bottom right). View of chert fl akes in Area C prior to excavation 
(scale = 1 m).
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of chert were collected and mapped with a total number of 418 pieces. Th e layer 
containing the chert was up to 75 mm thick and in consequence some of the sam-
ples are very close to each other.

Area C

Area C was immediately uphill from Area B and consisted of another concentra-
tion of chert fl akes spread over an area approximately 4 x 4 m. Th e fl akes were not 
as concentrated as in Area B and were lying in a thin layer at the base of the top-
soil. Forty-two samples of chert were collected and mapped with a total number of 
141 pieces. A 12 x 12 m crane pad was excavated off  to the north of Area C for the 
Tower 93 site, but apart from a couple of scattered pieces of chert no other features 
or artefacts were present.

Area D

A GPS point was taken and recorded as Area D to mark the uphill extent of site 
S12/361 as exposed during topsoil stripping for the access track. It is probable that 
other features associated with the site may still be intact to either side of the track, 
but the investigation was confi ned to the extent of the roadway. Above Area C the 
odd fragment of chert was observed, but there were no concentrations of material 
or other associated features. Th e material was the same as in Areas A–C and only 
one piece was sampled.

Chert fl ake analysis

One hundred and thirteen samples of chert were collected with a total of 585 pieces 
weighing 5873 g (Table 5). All of the samples were photographed and a selection 
is illustrated in Figure 19. Analysis of the material suggests that most of the chert 
consists of broken nodules, with some fl aked material present. Th ere is no evidence 
for the preparation of cores or other more formal artefact types. Most of the mate-
rial appears to be the result of nodules of chert being roughly broken up or reduced 
to sort out the better quality stone. Natural chert cobbles oft en have a thick layer of 
weathered cortex that needs to be removed to get to the better quality material suit-
able for fl aking inside. Th is material would then have been taken to another site, 
possibly only as far as the pa across the gully (S12/253) and used to produce fl ake 
tools. Th e reduction of chert nodules is demonstrated by the low mean weights 
of the fragments from Area B and C, compared to Area A where the pieces were 
largely unmodifi ed.

Th e source of the chert has not been determined and the variety in coloura-
tion and quality amongst the assemblage suggests that it may have been imported 
from more than one source. One possibility is the area just to the south of the site 
where geological maps show the presence of chert or fl int beds (Figure 18) but this 

Area NISP Total weight Mean weight
  (g) (g)
A 19 2054 108
B 418 2623 6.27
C 141 1066 7.56
Total 585 5873 10.03

Table 5. Chert fl ake totals and weights.
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material has not been examined for comparison with the collected assemblage. Th e 
assemblage was examined by Louise Furey of CFG Heritage Ltd who noted that the 
chert was similar in appearance to material found in the Coromandel area and was 
of a quality suitable for producing fl ake tools. Large pieces and fragments of chert 
can be observed exposed in several places around pa S12/253, but most of this is 
tan or brown in colour and may derive from a diff erent source. It should also be 
noted that chert can exhibit a wide variety of colours within the same cobble and 
so this is not a reliable method of sourcing the stone.

Discussion

S12/361 documents pre-European Maori 
activity in the area around pa S12/253. 
While the pa with its defensive ditch and 
bank and other earthworks is a highly vis-
ible part of the landscape, most economic 
activities would have occurred in areas 
outside the defended area. Th is includes 
activities such as gardening and food stor-
age, and harvesting and processing natural 
resources including, as shown by S12/361, 
stone working.

While the area investigated was not 
large, the identifi cation of two areas con-

18. Geological map 
with the approxi-

mate location of sites 
S12/361 and S12/253 
arrowed. The yellow 

band labelled E to 
the south of the sites 

has been identifi ed 
as an area where 

chert deposits occur 
(http://data.gns.cri.

nz/geoatlas/).

19. Selection of chert 
artefacts.

mm
0 50
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taining concentrations of chert fl akes gives an insight into the occupation of the 
site, the activities carried out there and its relationship to the wider landcsape. Th e 
chert had been brought in from outside the area, possibly from just a few kilome-
tres to the south, and was then roughly processed to separate out the better quality 
material. Th is material would then have been taken to another site, perhaps the pa 
across the gully, and used to produce fi nished fl aked-stone tools. While neither the 
pa or site S12/361 have been dated, their proximity two each other suggests that 
they may be contemporary, though this is uncertain.
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S12/253, Tower 94

Th e Tower 94 site is located on Lot 4 DP 32767 on a prominent ridge immediately 
adjacent to pa S12/253. Th e pa has relatively well preserved earthworks includ-
ing a ditch and bank along the north side, a double ditch and scarp cutting off  
the approach from the main part of the ridge and steep slopes down to Kopuku 
Stream on the south and west sides. Th e new tower is in the same location as the 
old ARI-PAK A Tower 303 and so is not any closer to the pa, but part of the pa falls 
within the new easement and pine trees on the site had to be removed from part 
of this easement. Apart from pine trees along the south edge of the pa, a barn had 
previously been built on the site and a fence line erected through the middle of 
the site. Th e property on which the site is located (Lot 4 DP 32767) was purchased 
by Transpower as part of the project and it was later decided to protect the pa site 
from future development by placing it under a covenant. A separate archaeological 
assessment of the proposed covenant area and works to remove the pine trees, barn 
and fence line was carried out by Jaden Harris on 21 March 2011 (Harris 2011).

Archaeological monitoring of earthworks for the access track and crane pad for 
Tower 94 was carried out under authority 2010/60. Works to remove the pine trees, 
barn, and old fence line and erect a new fence around the site are covered by a sepa-
rate authority, 2011/392. As these are separate from the main NIGUP works and 
had not been completed at the time this report was written. Th ey will be described 
in a separate report.

Methodology

Topsoil stripping for the access track was carried out by hydraulic excavator under 
archaeological supervision. Th e access track is only a temporary roadway for the 
construction of the towers and will be uplift ed and grass reinstated when works are 
complete. Prior to the roadway being levelled and metal laid over geotextile cloth, 
all sections of the track were inspected for archaeological evidence.

Results

No archaeological features were uncovered during earthworks for the construction 
of the access track and crane pad. Th e removal of ARI-PAK A Tower 303 was also 
monitored and the area around the tower found to have been completely disturbed 
by previous construction activities.

Discussion

Th e limited earthworks and vegetation clearance at the Tower 94 site, while very 
close to a prominent pa site, revealed no archaeological deposits or features. 
However, a detailed fi eld assessment of the pa for the covenant proposal did reveal 
evidence of occupation and activity outside of the area defi ned by the defensive 
earthworks. Th e pa is now protected by a legal covenant on the title of the property 
and the main part of the site is fenced off  from stock (report in preparation).
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S13/150, Tower 141

Th e Tower 141 site is located on Lot 4 DP 332466 on a slightly raised toe of land 
above a low stream terrace on the north side of Matahuru Stream. Th e site is 
approximately 100 m to the east of the recorded pa S13/30. Th e most likely area for 
unrecorded archaeological features was assessed to be the area around the tower 
site itself, which is both close to the pa and to the stream. Monitoring was carried 
out by Jaden Harris on 3 May 2011 under authority 2011/173.

Methodology

Topsoil stripping was carried out with the aid of a hydraulic excavator under 
archaeological supervision. Spot monitoring of topsoil stripping for parts of the 
access track had been carried out on 4 and 11 April, but no archaeological fea-
tures were observed. Earthworks at the tower site required that the low toe of 
land be cut down to provide a level platform for tower construction. To check 

Sites
Maori

Tower 141
S13/150

Tower 141
S13/150

20. Location of Tower 141 and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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for any archaeological features the whole 
of the front half of the toe was stripped of 
topsoil and a trench dug down the centre of 
the area to the back of the crane pad.

Results

One fi re scoop was found on the east side of 
the toe of land where the tower is to be built. 
Th e scoop measured 650 mm in diameter 
by 100 mm deep and contained charcoal 
and fi re cracked rock. A total sample of 
the fi ll was retained and the charcoal later 
removed for identifi cation. Th e fi re scoop 
was recorded as site S13/150.

No other features or evidence of occu-
pation were found in the area, although it is 
likely that similar features may be present 

on the lower terrace immediately adjacent to the stream. Th e low knoll on which 
S13/150 is located had a layer of fi ne gravel just below the turf indicating that the 
entire area is within the fl ood zone of the Matahuru Stream catchment and so is 
only likely to have ever been used for temporary occupation.

Charcoal analysis

Th e bulk sample of fi ll from the fi re scoop was wet sieved through a 6 mm screen, 
dried, and then the charcoal removed from the sample. Th e charcoal was then 
submitted to Rod Wallace for analysis and identifi cation. Th e assemblage indicates 
that regenerating fern and shrub vegetation dominated the area at the time the site 
was occupied and that there was no mature bush in the immediate vicinity. 

Chronology

All of the charcoal identifi ed from the scoop was from short lived species and 
was submitted to the Waikato Radiocarbon Laboratory for standard radiometric 
dating. Th e result (Wk-33642) gives dates ranging from 1630–1800 AD, indicating 
occupation around the nearby pa, S13/30, sometime in the 17th or 18th century. 

21. Site S13/150, fi re 
scoop, prior to excava-

tion (scale = 1 m).

Species Plant Type NISP %
Fernroot (Pteridium esculentum) Fern 8 19%
Tutu (Coriaria sp.)  14 
Hebe sp.  6
Coprosma sp.  1
Lancewood (Pseudopanax sp.) shrubs and 1 81%
Pittosporum sp. small trees 6
Shrub sp.  4
Mapou (Myrsine australis)  1
Mahoe (Melicytus ramifl orus)  1
Totals  42 

Table 6. Species identifi ed from charcoal from site S13/150, fi re scoop.
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Discussion

Although just a single fi re scoop was found and recorded, site S13/150 is important 
as it possibly represents a temporary encampment associated with occupation of pa 
S13/30. Th e range of species identifi ed from charcoal indicates that the local envi-
ronment had been modifi ed by Maori at the time of occupation. Areas of bracken 
fern and shrub species are commonly associated with areas that have been cleared 
by fi re for gardening and have since begun to regenerate. A date in the mid-17th or 
mid-18th century for this activity is suggested by the dated sample from the scoop, 
although it should be noted that the area is likely to have been occupied over a 
relatively long period of time.

Lab no. Radiocarbon age cal AD 68% cal AD 95%
Wk-33642 261 ± 28 1640–1675 (39.2%) 1630–1680 (46.9%)
  1745–1755 (7.7%) 1730–1800 (48.5%)
  1760–1770 (4.3%) 
  1780–1800 (17.1%) 

Table 7. S13/150, radiocarbon result.
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T15/153, Waniwani Pa, Tower 308

Tower 308 is located on Part Horahora Block approximately 150 m to the south west 
of site T15/153 (Waniwani Pa). Because of its proximity to Waniwani, all earth-
works for the construction of the access track and crane pad were monitored by 
an archaeologist. Mike Tauroa, a representative from the local hapu, Ngati Koroki 
Kahukura, was also present during monitoring. Archaeological monitoring was 
carried out by Jaden Harris on 3 and 4 February 2011 under authority 2010/191.

Methodology

Topsoil stripping for the access track was carried out with the aid of a hydraulic 
excavator under archaeological supervision. Prior to the roadway being levelled 
and metal laid over geotextile cloth, all sections of the track were inspected for 
archaeological evidence. Where archaeological features were encountered these 

Sites
Maori

Tower 308
S15/153, Waniwani Pa

Tower 308
S15/153, Waniwani Pa

22. Location of the Tower 308 site and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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were investigated and recorded as work to form the track would have destroyed or 
damaged the features.

Results

Four fi re scoops were identifi ed and recorded in the upper third of the access track 
and on the crane pad. Th ese were recorded as part of Waniwani pa, site T15/153. Th e 
scoops were cleaned down by hand and photographed before excavation, in half-
section, and aft er excavation. Total samples of the fi ll were taken from Features 1, 
2 and 4, and a charcoal sample from Feature 3. Topsoil stripping revealed that the 
paddocks the access track and tower site are in had been ploughed and there was 
also evidence that scrub or other vegetation had been burnt off .

Feature 1 was a small circular scoop 450 mm in diameter x 200 mm deep. Th e 
soil around the edge of the feature showed clear evidence of burning and the dark 

Feature Easting Northing
1 1831418 5789154
2 1831461 5789142
3 1831461 5789142
4 1831481 5789130

Table 8. Handheld GPS points for 
recorded features, all fi re scoops 
(NZTM).

23 (above left). Feature 1, fi re scoop, prior to excavation 
(scale = 0.5 m).

24 (above right). Feature 1 showing relationship to 
Waniwani Pa, on the skyline to the left with the water 
tank on it (scale = 0.5 m).

25 (left). Feature 1 excavated in half section (scale = 0.5 
m).
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black fi ll contained charcoal and the occasional piece of fi re cracked rock. Th is 
feature was found on the slope just before the gateway into the paddock where the 
tower site is located.

Th rough the gateway another two fi re scoops were found on the access track. 
Feature 2 was a small shallow scoop measuring 500 x 400 mm x 80 mm deep. 
Th e fi ll was a very dark charcoal rich soil containing numerous fragments of fi re 
cracked rock. Th e feature also showed burning on the sides and base. Feature 3 was 
immediately adjacent and was a large shallow scoop measuring 1050 x 700 mm x 
100 mm deep. Th e fi ll was also very dark and contained charcoal and fi re cracked 
rock.

During topsoil stripping for the crane pad right by the tower site one further 
fi re scoop was exposed. Feature 4 was roughly circular, 620 x 580 mm x 80 mm 
deep. Like features 2 and 3 the fi ll was very dark and contained a large amount of 
charcoal and fragments of fi re cracked rock. Included in the contents of the oven 
were several charred kernels from karaka seeds. Hinau seeds and two karaka ker-
nels were also present in Feature 1.

In the area of the crane pad and along parts of the access track there was also 
clear evidence that the property had been burnt off  in the past. Th is was especially 
evident in the profi le of the top corner of the crane pad, where a band of charcoal 
rich soil up to 200 mm thick was present. Th e voids left  by large tree roots were 
still present in the base of the crane pad 1.5 m below the surface suggesting that a 
large tree had once stood in this corner and this probably accounts for the particu-
larly high concentration of charcoal in this area. Maori oft en used fi re as a means 
of controlling vegetation but in this case the activity of burning off  is most likely 
associated with the clearance of what would probably have been rough scrub and 
bush covered land for historic period farming.

26 (top left). Features 2 
and 3 prior to excava-

tion. Note the water 
line trench just to the 

right of Feature 2 (scale 
= 0.5 m).

27 (top right). Feature 
2 fully excavated and 

Feature 3 excavated 
in half section (scale = 

0.5 m).

28 (bottom left). 
Feature 4 prior to exca-

vation, with charcoal 
charred Karaka kernels 

and oven stone frag-
ments exposed on the 

surface (scale 0.5 m).

29 (bottom right). 
Profi le of the top 

corner of the crane 
pad cut showing band 

of charcoal rich soil 
resulting from trees 

and vegetation having 
been burnt off  in the 

past (scale 0.5 m).
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Charcoal Analysis

Charcoal samples from the four fi re scoops were submitted to Rod Wallace for 
identifi cation. Th e charcoal assemblage appears both to refl ect the presence of 
bracken fern plus shrub vegetation and broadleaf podocarp forest in the local 
area. Th e hinau seed cases appear to be rat gnawed which strongly suggests they 
were not remains of food supplies but had been accidentally incorporated in the 
fi rewood in some way or, along with the karaka kernels, were simply fallen fruit 
that carpeted the ground where the fi res were lit. On the other hand it cannot be 
excluded that the seeds were the rejected portion of food supplies that were thrown 
onto the fi res.

Chronology

A sample of charred karaka kernels from Feature 4 was submitted to the Waikato 
Radiocarbon Laboratory for AMS dating. Th e result (Wk-33644) gave dates rang-
ing between the mid-16th century through to the end of the 18th century. Th e most 
likely date of occupation represented by the oven feature dated is during the 17th 
century.

Species Plant Type Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4
Fernroot (Pteridium esculentum) Fern (5%)    4
Hebe sp.  1   
Coprosma sp. Shrubs and  2 1 
Fivefi nger (Pseudopanax arboreus) small trees 1 5 12 6
Lancewood (Pseudopanax sp.) (55%)   1 
Mahoe (Melicytus ramifl orus)   14  2
Unidentifi ed shrub    1 
Kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile)?  1   
Hinau (Elaeocarpus dentatus) Broadleaf trees 9 5  
Rewarewa (Knightia excelsa) (31%)    5
Puriri (Vitex lucens)  1   
Towai (Weinmannia silvicola)  4   
Seeds     
Karaka kernel (Corynocarpus laevigatus) 2   20
Hinau seeds (some rat gnawed)  20   
Matai (Prumnopitys taxifolia) Conifer (10%) 3   5

Table 9. Summary of charcoal analysis

Lab no. Radiocarbon age cal AD 68% cal AD 95%
Wk-33644 281 ± 25 1630–1670 (62.2%) 1510–1550 (6.7%)
  1785–1795 (6.0%) 1620–1675 (68.9%) 
   1735–1800 (19.8%)

Table 10. T15/153, radiocarbon result.
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Discussion

Th e discovery of isolated fi re scoops during works for the construction of Tower 
308 shows that a much wider area than that represented by Waniwani Pa itself was 
utilised by Maori during prehistory. Th e features were found on the same main 
ridge that the pa is located on and are very likely to be associated with occupation 
of the pa – for this reason they were not recorded as a new site. While the radiocar-
bon result cannot be used to date the pa directly, it does indicate occupation in the 
area by the mid-17th century.

Identifi cation of the charcoal has also given an insight into the vegetation 
present and general environment around Waniwani Pa at the time the site was 
occupied. Th e presence of bracken fern and other shrubby species suggests that the 
environment was being cleared by Maori, perhaps for gardening or to keep the area 
around the pa open. At the same time, a mixed broadleaf–conifer forest remained 
nearby as a source of wood for fi res, and probably timber for housing, palisades, 
etc. Th is probably represents the fi rst concerted occupation of the area.

Th e majority of recorded archaeological sites in the wider area are located in 
the hills above the river and on the lower slopes of Maungatautari but the record 
is skewed towards pa sites, many of which have been recorded from aerial photo-
graphs only. Most of these sites have not been visited by an archaeologist and very 
little fi eld survey has been undertaken, suggesting that other occupation sites are 
under-represented in the present record.

Hinau and karaka  are the main species of tree that were exploited by Maori 
for their berries. Th ey are within their natural distribution in the Maungatautari 
area and may have been growing around the site. Karaka trees were also cultivated 
by Maori and it is not uncommon to fi nd Karaka groves in association with old 
pa and occupation sites. Karaka berries were gathered as a food source and while 
the fl esh is edible, the main source of energy is in the kernel. Th e kernel contains 
a lethal alkaloid poison called karakin and requires extensive processing before it 
can be eaten. Th is was done by baking “in an umu (earth oven) and then placed in 
harakeke baskets, trampled to remove the fl esh and soaked in a freshwater stream 
or pool to leach out the toxins over a period of days or even weeks... the kernels 
were then sun dried and stored for future use” (www.tekaraka.co.nz/Te-Karaka-
45/Taonga/). Th e fl esh of hinau berries is also edible, but the fact that charcoal 
from hinau trees was found in Feature 1 along with the rat-gnawed seeds suggests 
that they are not food remains, but were rather added to the fi re while still attached 
to branches.
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T15/242, Tower 314

Th e Tower 314 site is located on Lot 2 DPS 91952 between Arapuni and 
Maungatautari. No archaeological sites were recorded in the vicinity of the site 
or identifi ed at the assessment stage, but as works commenced it was brought to 
the attention of Transpower by Ngati Koroki Kahukura that it was possibly the 
location of a traditional 19th century site, Te Paute. Following the discovery of 
archaeological features during earthworks for the access track, the project archae-
ologist was contacted, following the Accidental Discovery Protocol. Th e site was 
inspected by Matthew Campbell on 27 April 2011 who identifi ed archaeological 
features in the area already exposed. On 29 April these features were investigated 
and recorded, with the assistance of Beth Tauroa and Mike Tauroa of Ngati Koroki 
Kahukura under authority 2010/191. 

On 2 and 3 April 2013 the temporary access track was uplift ed as part of works 
to reinstate the site. Th ese works were monitored by Jaden Harris and two further 

Sites
Maori

Tower 314T15/242 Tower 314T15/242

30. Location of the Tower 314 site and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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fi re scoops were recorded in the section of track that had been completed prior to 
the site being inspected by an archaeologist. Th e site has been recorded as T15/242 
in ArchSite.

Methodology

Topsoil stripping was carried out with the aid of a hydraulic excavator and most of 
the access track had been completed prior to the site being inspected. Th e remain-
der of the works for the track and crane pad were conducted under archaeological 
supervision.

Results

In the investigation by Campbell in April 2011 fi ve fi re scoops and one obsidian 
core were discovered and recorded as site T15/242. As the intention was to cover 
the access track with geotextile and road metal, and then to reinstate it at the end 
of the project, only a single scoop was excavated in half section to take a sample for 
environmental and dating analysis. Th e obsidian core was also recovered for anal-
ysis. Th e fi ve exposed fi re scoops and the core were mapped and photographed.

During monitoring of reinstatement works in April 2013 when the temporary 
access track was uplift ed two further fi re scoops were identifi ed. Both were recorded 
and photographed but not excavated as a sample from Feature 1 had already been 
analysed and radiocarbon dated. Th ey were roughly circular features with dark 
black soil containing fragments of charcoal and fi re cracked rock. Feature 6 was 
approximately 50–60 m back down the access track toward the road from where 
Features 1–5 had been recorded and Feature 7 was a further 10 m to the west. 
Th e surface under the uplift ed access track indicated that the paddock had been 
ploughed at least once at some time in the past, but not recently. 

Th e scoops were near the end of the access track in the area that had been 
exposed prior to the archaeologist being contacted. No further archaeological fea-
tures were identifi ed in the remaining area and the crane pad.

Obsidian core

Th e obsidian core has maximum dimensions of 38 x 29 x 23 mm and is green in 
colour, when held up to transmitted light. Th ere are no inclusions in the obsidian 
and the most likely source is from Tuhua (Mayor Island). Th e core has been used 

Feature Length Width
 (mm) (mm)
1 600 500
2 300 300
3 600 400
4 600 400
5 400 400
6 600 500
7 750 700

Table 11. Dimensions for fi re 
scoops recorded at Tower 314, 
site T15/242.
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31 (above left). Tower 314, site T15/242, plan of Features 1–5.

32 (top right). Feature 1 excavated in half section (scale = 0.5 m).

33 (centre right). Feature 3 (foreground), Feature 2 and Feature 1 (scale = 0.5 m).

34 (bottom right). Google Earth view of the site showing the relationship of Features 6 and 7 to the area where 
Features 1–5 were recorded. The approximate line of the access track is marked in blue.
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for scraping or some other activity as there is some light bifacial use wear (20 mm 
long) along one edge, and some possible retouch on another edge.

Charcoal analysis

Charcoal from Feature 1 was submitted to Rod Wallace for identifi cation. Th e 
sample was dominated by matai, a species not suitable for radiocarbon dating due 
to likely high inbuilt age.

35 (right). Feature 6 looking east down the line of the access 
track. The area where Features 1–5 were recorded is at the end of 

the track to the left of the cabbage tree. 

36 (below). Obsidian core from site T15/242.

Species NISP
Bracken (Pteridium esculentum) 1
Coprosma sp.  2
Porokaiwhiria (Hedecarya arborea) 1
Puriri (Vitex lucens) 3
Rata (Metrosideros robusta) 6
Matai (Prumnopitys taxifolia) 25 (95 % of sample)

Table 12. Charcoal identifi cation from Feature 1. 

mm
0 20
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Chronology

A small sample of bracken and coprosma sp. charcoal was submitted for AMS 
dating. Th e result (Wk-33645) gives a fairly clear time range and indicates that the 
site dates to the 18th century or late 17th century. 

Discussion

Th e evidence uncovered at site T15/242 suggests that the occupation is pre-
European rather than associated with the late 19th century site, Te Paute, a tra-
ditional site associated with local hapu Ngati Koroki-Kahukura. Th is does not 
preclude Te Paute being in the general vicinity and it is possible that evidence of 
this later phase might be found if a larger area were to be investigated at a future 
date. Site T15/242 is also likely to be more extensive and almost certainly extends 
beyond the narrow 4 m wide corridor investigated. Th e predominance of matai in 
the charcoal sample indicates that the area was fi rst occupied no earlier than the 
mid-17th century, which is late in the pre-European sequence.

Lab no. Radiocarbon age cal AD 68% cal AD 95%
Wk-33645 223 ± 25 1665–1680 (8.6%) 1645–1700 (73.3%)
  1735–1800 (59.6%) 1725–1810 (70.7%)

Table 13. T15/242, radiocarbon result.
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Tower 366

Tower 366 is located on Lot 1 DP 354784, on land that was formerly production 
forest and has now been converted to dairying. At the time of work on NIGUP 
commencing no information on archaeological sites in this area was available; 
however, it was reported to Druskovich by Perry Fletcher that several rock shel-
ter sites were present in the area that had been recorded during work carried out 
for Carter Holt Harvey Forests (Druskovich 2007: 137). Cursory records for these 
sites were subsequently entered into the site recording scheme, consisting largely of 
single line descriptions and the location of each site. Th e landscape around the area 
is dominated by the hill Tokapuhi, around which there are numerous rhyolite pin-
nacles and rock outcrops. One of these rock pinnacles in the span between Tower 
366 and 367 needed to be reduced in height to provide safe clearance for the con-
ductors and another by the Tower 366 site also needed to be reduced to construct 
the tower. Due to the past land use for commercial forestry and the subsequent 
conversion to dairying it was not expected that any archaeological evidence would 

Sites
Maori
European

Tower 366
T16/152T16/148

Tower 366
T16/152T16/148

37. Location of the Tower 366 site and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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survive outside the areas of rock outcrops. Archaeological monitoring was carried 
out under authority 2011/46.

Results

Th e site was inspected by Matthew Campbell on 29 September 2011 and the nearby 
rock art site T16/148 was visited and photographed. Archaeological monitoring 
of the reduction of the rock pinnacles and topsoil stripping was carried out on 17 
January 2012 by Jaden Harris. Th e rock pinnacle in between the span that needed 
to be reduced in height was in the vicinity of where site T16/152 had been recorded. 
T16/152 was described as a rock shelter with ochre marks. Th e pinnacle was closely 
inspected and no ochre marks or any other evidence of past occupation noted. 
However, prior to work proceeding, all other rock outcrops and pinnacles in the 
area were inspected to check for any archaeological evidence. None in the immedi-
ate area had any direct evidence of past occupation. One possible rock shelter was 
a prominent rock pinnacle about 80 m to the north east of the one that had to be 
cut down, which had an overhang on the south side and the ground was relatively 
fl at. Th ere was no direct evidence of occupation in the form of rock art, but it does 
not exclude the possibility that such sites were used as temporary shelters in the 
past. Th e rhyolite rock in this area can contain natural red/pink colouration, but 
this can be readily distinguished from rock art markings. Th e rock outcrop above 
the Tower 366 site itself had a steep slope leading up to it and would not have been 
suitable as a rock shelter site. No archaeological evidence was observed during 
earthworks around the Tower 366 site.

On 15 March the area was visited again as part of earthworks associated with 
the Tower 365 site. Two of the other recorded sites were visited at this time in 
order to check the quality of the recorded information and determine whether 
further archaeological evidence was likely to be present in the area. Site T16/157 
was visited and the description found to be reasonably accurate. Th e site comprises 
a small overhang with a narrow earth ledge in front and there are several faint dots 
painted on the wall of the overhang in red ochre. Th e other site visited was T16/148. 
Th is site comprises a long overhang approximately 10–15 m long on the west side of 
a large rock outcrop at the base of Tokapuhi, just above a small stream. Th e fl oor of 
the shelter is fl at for approximately 2 m out from the wall and the overhang is such 
that most of this area is protected from the weather. Th e soil on the fl oor has an 
ashy appearance which suggests that ovens and fi re scoops are likely to be present. 

38. Rock pinnacle in the span between Towers 366 and 
367, later reduced in height.

39. Rock shelter T16/148.
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Th e most impressive feature of the site is an extensive array of artwork on the wall 
of the overhang painted in red ochre. Depictions include a detailed painting of 
a waka with a central fi gure standing in the centre of the boat and a full contin-
gent of paddlers. Other artwork consists of series of dots and lines. Th e artwork 
is spread across the full length of the shelter and is likely to have been painted at 
various times. Th is site is in a block that is unsuitable for pasture and has recently 
been replanted in pine trees.

Discussion

Earthworks around Tower 366 and 365 revealed that areas in between the rock out-
crops had been almost totally disturbed by forestry activity and later conversion of 
the land to dairying. Th e presence of several rock shelters, some of which contain 
art, shows that the area was occupied by pre-European Maori and evidence of this 
occupation probably survives, although none was encountered during works. Site 
T16/148 is well preserved and the artwork represented is both regionally signifi cant 
and in the wider context of North Island rock art. Th e fact that a number of sites 
have been recorded in this area is only due to the land having been archaeologically 
surveyed as part of the conversion from forestry to sale for dairying. Th e isolation 
of these sites suggests that many more such sites would be found in the wider area 
if archaeological survey were to take place.

40. Detail of rock art waka at site T16/148. 41. Detail of rock art dots at site T16/148.
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Removal of ARI-PAK A towers

Th e Arapuni to Pakuranga 110 kV line (ARI-PAK A line) was constructed in the 
1940s at a time when there was no formal register of archaeological sites in New 
Zealand. As the removal of the ARI-PAK A towers did not require the construction 
of new tracks or crane pads, only those towers that were on or close to recorded 
sites were assessed. Only one tower, ARI-PAK A 122, had been previously identi-
fi ed as being on an archaeological site. Tower 303 was close to pa S12/253 and 
Towers 335–337 were close to a number of recorded sites associated with Paparata 
Pa (S12/32).

Methodology

Th e methodology for removing the ARI-PAK A towers consisted fi rstly of lower-
ing the conductors in sections and then winding the conductor up with the aid of 
a winch. Th e towers themselves were directionally felled by attaching a rope to the 
top of the tower, in turn attached to a winch on a tractor, and then cutting through 
the steel legs of the tower with a gas torch. Th is method allowed for each tower to 
be felled with a high degree of accuracy in one of four directions. Towers were then 
dragged to a level area to be cut up for disposal. In a few exceptions towers were 
dismantled by hand or removed with the aid of a helicopter. Access to tower sites 
was generally by tractor and 4-wheel drive or tracked vehicles so new tracks were 
not required.

Where there were no archaeological issues the foundations of the towers were 
dug up and removed by hydraulic excavator. In the small number of cases where 
archaeology was likely to be present or access was an issue, the foundations were 
dug out by hand or exposed to 600 mm below the surface and cut off .

ARI-PAK A Tower 122

Tower 122 was located on Lot 1 DP 13342 and was very close to pa T14/110. A brief 
archaeological assessment of the site carried out by Jaden Harris on 26 January 
revealed that the foundation platform for the tower had been partly benched into 
the pa site. It was therefore recommended that an authority be applied for from 
the New Zealand Historic Places Trust for works to remove the tower. An author-
ity was granted and works to remove the tower were carried out under author-
ity 2011/311. As a condition of the authority works were subject to archaeological 
monitoring. Work to remove the tower took place on 10 March 2011 and was moni-
tored by Jaden Harris.

Th e tower was built on the east end of the spur that the main part of the pa 
site is on and had visible archaeological features on the east, south and west sides. 
Th erefore the only option was to fell the tower down the slope to the north, where 
there were no visible features. To control the felling of the structure a rope was 
attached to the top of the tower and secured to a winch on the back of a tractor at 
the base of the slope. Th e back legs of the tower were then cut through by gas torch 
and the front legs cut partway through and the tower winched over. Once the tower 
was down it was dragged by tractor down the slope, away from the archaeological 
site, to a fl at area in the next paddock so it could be cut up and disposed of. Th e 
foundations of the tower were then exposed by hand digging to a depth of 600 mm 
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and cut off  at this level by gas torch. Once this was achieved the holes were back-
fi lled by hand.

Although ground conditions were relatively hard, some minor soil distur-
bance did occur, mainly when the tower was dragged down the slope by tractor. 
All disturbed ground surfaces were inspected and no archaeological features were 
observed. Th e base of the topsoil, however, was very dark and contained a signifi -
cant component of charcoal which is probably associated with occupation of the 
pa. In most cases, with the exception of a few humps and protruding points of 
ground, ground disturbance was confi ned to the turf and topsoil. Exposed areas 
of soil were seeded with grass seed to prevent erosion. Any archaeological deposits 
associated with occupation of the pa are likely to be found below the topsoil layer.

Th e area of the tower bench had been previously disturbed when the tower 
was constructed and no archaeological deposits were observed during the hand 
digging of the foundations. No damage to archaeological site T14/110 occurred 
during the removal of the Ari-Pak A Tower 122 and its removal has actually had 
a positive impact. Th e pa site is a dominant feature on the surrounding landscape 
and this value has now been enhanced with the removal of the transmission tower 
that was built on it.

On the other side of pa T14/110 earthworks for the new NIGUP Tower 233 were 
monitored by Matthew Campbell and Jaden Harris on 6 and 7 April 2010. Despite 
the close proximity to the pa no archaeological features were uncovered.

Other ARI-PAK A towers

ARI-PAK A Tower 303 by the new NIGUP Tower 94 site and pa S12/253 was 
removed in the same fashion as Tower 122. Works to remove the tower were moni-
tored by Jaden Harris on 29 November 2010. No archaeology was disturbed or 
observed when the foundations were dug out by hydraulic excavator. Th e area 
around the tower foundations had been completely disturbed when the tower was 
originally installed.

For Towers 336 and 337 it was originally planned for these to be removed by 
helicopter and the foundations exposed to 600 mm below the surface and cut off . 
Th e towers were eventually directionally felled likethe other ARI-PAK A towers 

43. General view of site S12/325 looking down to Ari-Pak 
A Tower 336, with garden mound features visible in the 

foreground.

42. View of ARI-PAK A Tower 122 prior to removal, show-
ing the profi le of pa T14/110 on the skyline.
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and the works monitored and the site inspected by an archaeologist. Tower sites 
336 and 337 are in the vicinity of archaeological site S12/325, garden mounds and 
rifl e pits, and features had been identifi ed in very close proximity to the towers 
which could potentially be damaged during their removal. To inspect whether any 
damage to features had occurred and direct the removal of the towers away from 
the site the property was visited by Jaden Harris on 29 February 2012. No archaeo-
logical features were aff ected, although it was noted that site S12/325 was more 
extensive than previously identifi ed and garden mounds and other features were 
present both around the tower sites and extending past them.
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Other archaeological work

While archaeological work associated with the NIGUP project was essentially a 
programme of monitoring, there was limited opportunity for the recording of new 
archaeological sites and the updating of records for existing sites. Th e only new site 
recorded was the site of a hermit’s hut located in the NIGUP easement between 
towers 327 and 328 on a property at Lake Arapuni Road. Th e site consists of a level 
platform on which a small corrugated iron hut once stood, with a rhyolite rock 
outcrop at the back. Th e hut was occupied by an itinerant worker around the time 
of the Great Depression in the 1930s and he is believed to have later died on the 
farm. A unique feature of the hut site is a chimney carved into the rhyolite rock 
face. Although the site was not aff ected by works, and is a 20th century site not 
protected under the Historic Places Act,  it has been recorded as site T15/241 – the 
NZAA site recording scheme does not have a cut-off  date.

In some areas assessment had suggested that archaeological features may be 
present, based largely on the distribution of recorded sites. Th is was the case with 
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44. Location of Towers 283-291 and recorded archaeological sites in the area.
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the area between Lake Karapiro and Taotaoroa Road, where monitoring took place 
at tower sites 283–285, 287, and 290–291. Two pa sites had been recorded from 
aerial photographs, one (T15/96) in the span between Tower 282 and 283, and the 
other (T15/97) in the span between Tower 283 and 284. A rock shelter had also been 
recorded to the west of the line and two more pa sites on the east side towards the 
Waikato River. Th is record would seem to indicate that other undefended occupa-
tion sites and gardening sites associated with the pa should be present in the area. 
However, no evidence of any archaeology was found during monitoring for any of 
these tower sites.

Th e lack of archaeology is partly related to the placement of the tower sites 
and small construction footprint, but also to the quality of the information in the 
archaeological record. Pa T15/97 was not visited, but was clearly visible in the ease-
ment between Towers 283 and 284 (Figure 45). Th e location of the pa recorded to 
the north, T15/96, was also clearly visible from the Tower 283 site, but showed little 
evidence of past occupation. Th e site had been recorded in 1979 and was described 
as a possible pa on a small spur with a single ditch cutting off  access from the land-
ward side. Like many recordings of pa site in the southern Waikato, the accuracy 
of the possible features identifi ed in an aerial photograph was not fi eld checked at 
the time. It has since been suggested by Druskovich (who also did not visit the site) 
that the site may have been bulldozed since the 1940s aerial on which the recording 
was based, but a more likely explanation is that it was incorrectly identifi ed as a pa 
in the fi rst place. As the site was on a diff erent property it was not possible to walk 
over the site and confi rm this suspicion.

45. Pa T15/97 viewed from the Tower 283 site. 46. Site T15/96 viewed from the Tower 283 site looking 
north. No archaeological features are visible and apart 
from a bulldozed track along the crest and down the 
west end of the spur the area does not appear to be 
substantially modifi ed.
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Brownhill to Pakuranga cable

A new Transition Station constructed at Brownhill Road, Whitford, marks the 
northern end of the above ground lattice tower section of NIGUP. From Brownhill 
to Pakuranga Substation the line consists of two underground 220 kV power cables. 
Th e length of the cable route is approximately 9.5 km. Installation of the cables 
involved the excavation of two trenches nominally 1500 mm wide and 2300 mm 
deep, with the ideal width between the two being 5 m. Construction works were 
largely confi ned to legal formed roads, except in the area of Caldwells Road, the 
greater part of which is a legal unformed road running across farmland. Th e main 
contractor for the project was Transfi eld Services. An archaeological survey of the 
cable route carried out in August 2010 focused on the unformed part of Caldwells 
Road and where the line enters Pakuranga Substation (Harris 2010). Parts of the 
cable route, including the site of the Transition Station at Brownhill Road and 
Pakuranga Substation, have also been subject to previous archaeological survey 
(Druskovich 2007).

Monitoring

Archaeological monitoring and inspection of selected parts of the cable route 
was carried out by Matthew Campbell and Jaden Harris, CFG Heritage, between 
December 2010 and October 2011. No archaeological sites were disturbed as part 
of the cable route works or any new sites recorded. Monitoring and investigation 
of possible archaeological sites within the grounds of Pakuranga Substation were 
carried out under authority 2010/14 and have been reported on separately (Harris 
and Campbell 2010). 

On 8 December 2010 an exposure of shell alongside Brownhill Road was 
inspected by Matthew Campbell and recorded as a possible midden, site R11/2659, 
and sampled. Subsequent inground investigation by Jaden Harris on 28 January 
2011 showed that the shell patch was not an archaeological site – the deposit con-
tained road metal and appeared to represent a former path or driveway, or possibly 
rubbish dumping. A radiocarbon date of 5585 ± 45 BP (cal BC 4230–3910 at 95% 
confi dence interval) showed conclusively that the shell was of natural origin and 
not associated with a prehistoric Maori midden deposit. It would have been depos-
ited in the historic period but no evidence was found that could indicate when this 
was. A search of old survey plans revealed no historic houses in the area and an 
inspection of the nearby paddocks did not show any archaeological features. It was 
concluded that it was probably not an archaeological site.

On two further occasions small exposures of shell along the cable route were 
brought to the attention of the archaeologists by Ngai Tai Ki Tamaki representative 
Jeff  Lee. On 12 April an area, on the south side of Caldwells Road between Point 
View Drive and the vehicle access to Point View Reserve, was inspected by Jaden 
Harris accompanied by Jeff  Lee. A small amount of shell and other rubbish was 
exposed down the bank beside the road and interpreted as being redeposited late 
historic rubbish, rather than a disturbed prehistoric midden context. A similar 
deposit was also discovered by Jeff  Lee at the top of the gully below Point View 
Drive where the cable route runs down towards Skye Road. Th is area was inspected 
by Jaden Harris and Jeff  Lee on 26 October 2011 and a small amount of natural 
shell noted along with soil and other rubbish such as concrete, which had been 
dumped over the edge of the gully at some time in the recent past.
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Discussion

Considering the scale of the North Island Grid Upgrade Project the eff ects on 
archaeological resources were minor. Out of a total of 424 construction sites, with 
associated access tracks and other works, just fi ve accidental archaeological discov-
eries were made. Almost all these new features were found either close to existing 
recorded archaeological sites or in areas that had been recommended for monitor-
ing. Th e exception is the Tower 314 site, although it should be noted that most of 
the recorded sites in this area were pa, many of which had never been visited by 
an archaeologist, and so the presence of new sites in the area was not unexpected. 
Five new sites were recorded in the New Zealand Archaeological Association site 
fi le, the national database of archaeological sites, as a result of work conducted for 
NIGUP.

Information for previously recorded sites was also upgraded and in the case of 
Tower 32 a possible gum digger trench site was investigated. Investigation did not 
reveal any direct evidence of gum digging but this remains the most likely origin 
for the trench features that were partly destroyed for the construction of Tower 
32. At the Tower 94 site, while no dating evidence was obtained, information on 
activities at pa S12/253 was able to be greatly expanded. A chert working area was 
discovered and recorded as site S12/361 by the Tower 93 site opposite the pa and is 
quite probably associated with occupation of the pa. Large boulders and fl akes of 
similar quality chert are present on and around the pa. Further assessment of pa 
S12/253 also resulted in new pit and terrace features being discovered outside of 
the defended area.

While none of the discoveries are of major signifi cance, the limited opportu-
nity for investigation has expanded our knowledge of the archaeological record in 
a number of localised areas where little or no archaeological investigation has pre-
viously taken place. Identifi cation of charcoal from oven features gives an insight 
into the local environment around each site at the time it was occupied and radio-
carbon dates on charcoal from the ovens found at the Tower 141 and 308 sites can 
also be used to imply periods of occupation for the nearby pa sites to these towers.

On a wider scale the project has shown that large scale projects can be con-
structed with a minimal eff ect on archaeological heritage. Th is is in part due to the 
relatively sparse archaeological landscape traversed by parts of the line, but also 
due to the robust planning and archaeological assessment process. Th e application 
for precautionary authorities from the New Zealand Historic Places Trust for all 
sections of the line further ensured that any archaeology accidentally discovered 
could be dealt with effi  ciently and without any undue delay to the project. Th e 
archaeological work conducted has also shown the limitations of the archaeologi-
cal record and the need to have resources in place to deal with any archaeological 
fi nds that may be accidentally discovered in a project of this size.
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Appendix A Radiocarbon dates

Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

33642

S13/150-001

Shortlived charcoal 

Possible contaminants were removed.  Washed in ultrasonic bath.

Sample washed in hot 10% HCl, rinsed and treated with hot 1% NaOH. The NaOH insoluble 
fraction was treated with hot 10% HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-24.7 0.2

-32.0 3.3

96.8 0.3

261 ± 28 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

δ13C

Matahuru, Waikato, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±

δ13C

D14C

7/05/12

14

F    C%14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

33643

S12/362-001

Short lived charcoal

Possible contaminants were removed.  Washed in ultrasonic bath.

Sample washed in hot 10% HCl, rinsed and treated with hot 1% NaOH. The NaOH insoluble 
fraction was treated with hot 10% HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-26.3 0.2

-21.9 3.6

97.8 0.4

178 ± 30 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

δ13C

Mangatawhiri, Waikato, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±

δ13C

D14C

7/05/12

14

F    C%14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

33644

T15/153-001

Charred Karaka seeds 

Sample cleaned.

Sample washed in hot HCl, rinsed and treated with multiple hot NaOH washes. The NaOH 
insoluble fraction was treated with hot HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-24.7 0.2

-34.3 3.0

96.6 0.3

281 ± 25 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

δ13C

Maungatautari, Waikato, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±

( AMS measurement )

δ13C

D14C

7/05/12

14

F    C%14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

33645

T15/242-001

Identified charcoal

Sample cleaned.

Sample washed in hot HCl, rinsed and treated with multiple hot NaOH washes. The NaOH 
insoluble fraction was treated with hot HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-24.8 0.2

-27.4 3.1

97.3 0.3

223 ± 25 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

δ13C

Maungatautari, Waikato, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±

( AMS measurement )

δ13C

D14C

7/05/12

14

F    C%14
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Appendix B List of authorities 
obtained under the Historic Places 

Act 1993 

Authority Wiring Run Lots Towers
2010/23 1A Lot 3 DP 325254 Tower 5
2010/23 1A Lot 2 DP 209513 Tower 6
2010/23 1A Lot 2 DP 209513 Tower 7
2010/23 1A Lot 1 DP 176537 Tower 7A
2010/23 1A Pt Lot 2 DP 10040 Tower 12
2010/23 1A Lot 1 DP 103034 Tower 13
2010/23 1A Pt Lot 1 DP 73462 Tower 16A
2010/23 1A Pt Lot 1 DP 73462 Tower 16B
2010/23 1A Pt Allot 24 Parish of Wairoa Tower 17
2010/24 2A Lot 4 DP 149875 Tower 19
2010/24 2A Lot 3 DP 203599 Tower 20
2010/24 2A Lot 2 DP 203599 Tower 21
2010/24 2A Pt Allot 2 Parish of Wairoa Tower 22
2010/24 2A Lot 1 DP 142381 Tower 23
2010/24 2A Lot 3 DP 142381 Tower 23A
2010/24 2A Pt Allot 21 Parish of Wairoa Tower 24
2010/24 2A PI Allot 21 Parish of Wairoa Tower 25
2010/24 2A Lot 3 DP 390057 Tower 26
2010/24 2A Lot 2 DP 322443 Tower 27
2010/24 2A Lot 2 DP 322443 Tower 28
2010/25 3A Lot 2 DP 322443 Tower 29
2010/25 3A Lot 1 DP 157726 Tower 30
2010/25 3A Lot 1 DP 330262 Tower 31
2010/25 3A Allot 147 Parish of Hunua Tower 32
2010/25 3A Lot 1 DP 157302 Tower 33
2010/25 3A Lot 2 DP 192322 Tower 33A
2010/25 3A Lot 1 DP 98276 Tower 37
2010/26 4A Pt Allot 87 Parish of Hunua Tower 38
2010/26 4A Pt Allot 87 Parish of Hunua Tower 39
2010/26 4A Lot I DP 370403 Tower 39A
2010/26 4A Lot 6 DP 120523 Tower 40
2010/26 4A Lot 4 DP 120523 Tower 41
2010/26 4A Lot 2 DP 135571 Tower 42
2010/26 4A Lot 2 DP 182315 Tower 43
2010/27 5A Lot I DP 127133 Tower 49
2010/27 5A Lot 5 DP 127133 Tower 50
2010/27 5A Lot 2 DP 141886 Tower 51
2010/27 5A Lot 9 DP 138548 Tower 52
2010/27 5A Pt Allot 203 Parish of Opaheke Tower 53
2010/27 5A Pt Allot 203 Parish of Opaheke Tower 54
2010/27 5A Pt Allot N93 Parish ofOpaheke Tower 54A
2010/27 5A Lot I DP 10319 Tower 55
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Authority Wiring Run Lots Towers
2010/27 5A Lot I DP 127091 Tower 56
2010/27 5A Lot 2 DP 77813 Tower 57
2010/27 5A Lot 2 DP 391823 Tower 58
2010/27 5A Lot 3 DP 11430 Tower 62
2010/34 1B Lot 1 DP 195884 Towers 8, 9, 10, 11
2010/34 1B Lot 3 DP 146072 access to Towers 8,  
   9, 10, 11
2010/34 1B Lot 1 DP 146072 access to Towers 8,  
   9, 10, 11
2010/34 1B Lot 4 DP 169254 access to Tower   
   13A
2010/34 1B Lot 2 DP 153991 Towers 14, 15
2010/59 6A Allot 114 Parish of Otau  Tower 63A
2010/59 6A Matheson Road  Tower 63A
2010/59 6A Pt. Lot 2 DP 17702 Tower 63A
2010/59 6A Allot 135 Parish of Otau Tower 64
2010/59 6A Pt Lot 1 DP 40497 Towers 72, 73
2010/59 6A Lot 3 DP 40497 Towers 74, 75
2010/59 6A Lot 5 DP 138071 Tower 76
2010/59 6A Lot 6 DP 138071 Towers 76, 77
2010/59 6A Lot 16 DP 10636 Tower 78
2010/59 6A Lot 1 DP 388392 Tower 79
2010/60 7A Lot 2 DP 40441 Towers 79, 80
2010/60 7A Lot 5 DP 63776 Towers 80, 81, 82
2010/60 7A Lot 2 DP 40441  Towers 82, 83
2010/60 7A Lot 1 DPS 51231 Towers 82, 83
2010/60 7A Lot I DPS 9993 Tower 82
2010/60 7A Lot I DP 368595 Tower 85
2010/60 7A Paper Road Parcel Number  Tower 86
  4585843  
2010/60 7A Lot 4 DPS 23254 Tower 86
2010/60 7A Pt Lot 8 DP 15482 Tower 87
2010/60 7A Lot I DPS 3347 Tower 90
2010/60 7A Lot 4 DP 32767 Tower 94
2010/60 7A Pt Lot I DP 22291 Tower 95
2010/61 8A Lot 2 DPS 81308 Tower 99
2010/61 8A Lot 3 DPS 81308 Tower 99
2010/61 8A Lot 2 DPS 19705 Towers 100, 101
2010/61 8A Lot 3 DP 378206 Towers 102, 103,   
   104, 105
2010/61 8A Allot 31 Maramarua Parish Tower 106
2010/61 8A Lot 2 DP 330958 towers 107, 108
2010/61 8A Lot 3 DPS 68851 Tower 109
2010/61 8A Sec 4 Mangakura Settlement Tower 109
2010/62 9A Lot I DPS 90141 Tower 113
2010/62 9A Allot 377 Whangamarino Parish Tower 115, 116
2010/62 9A Paper Road Parcel Number  Tower 117
  4586093 
2010/62 9A Lot 1 DPS 73791 Tower 117
2010/62 9A Lot 2 DPS 1097 Towers 118, 119,   
   120
2010/62 9A Lot 1 DP 11238 Tower 120
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Authority Wiring Run Lots Towers
2010/62 9A Lot 1 DPS 78377 Tower 125
2010/62 9A Sec 6 Taniwha Settlement  Tower 128
  SO 19134
2010/62 9A Lot 2 DPS 87813 Towers 128, 129
2010/63 10A Lot I DPS 6244 Towers 130, 131
2010/63 10A Pt Lot I DP 21817 Tower 136
2010/80 2A1 Lot 2 DP 153296 access to Tower 19
2010/80 2A1 Lot 1 DP 203599 access to Tower 20
2010/80 2A1 Lot 1 DP 142829 access to Tower 21
2010/80 2A1 Taitaia Stream Parcel Number  access to Towers
  5265199 22, 23A
2010/80 2A1 Lot 2 DP 186158 access to Tower   
   23A
2010/80 2A1 Lot 2 DP 390056 access to Tower 25
2010/80 2A1 Lot 1 DP 154672 access to Tower 26
2010/81 3A1 Lot 2 DP 90235  access to Tower 33
2010/81 3A1 Lot 2 DP 155447  access to Tower 33
2010/81 3A1 Lot 2 DP 383851 access to Tower 36
2010/81 3A1 Lot 1 DP 383851 access to Tower 36
2010/81 3A1 Lot 1 DP 120924  access to Tower 36
2010/81 3A1 Lot 2 DP 120924  access to Tower 37
2010/81 3A1 Lot 2 DP 98276  access to Tower 37
2010/81 3A1 Pt Allot 92 Parish of Hunua  access to Tower 37
2010/81 3A1 Lot 5 DP 80796  access to Tower 37
2010/82 4B Lot 3 DP 120523 access to Tower 41
2010/82 4B Lot 1 DP 204853 Tower 46
2010/82 4B Lot 3 DP 204853 access to Tower 46
2010/82 4A1 Pt Allot 129 Parish of Hunua Towers 38, 39,   
   Wiring Site
2010/82 4A1 Sec 234 Hunua Parish access to Tower 39
2010/82 4A1 Pt Allot 88 Parish of Hunua access to Tower 39
2010/82 4A1 Lot 2 DP 370403 access to Tower 39
2010/82 4A1 Lot 1 DP 370403 Tower 39A
2010/82 4A1 Lot 5 DP 120523 access to Tower 40
2010/82 4A1 Lot 2 DP 137723 Tower 41
2010/82 4A1 Lot 1 DP 181600 access to Tower 41
2010/82 4A1 Lot 3 DP 347436 access to Tower 42
2010/82 4A1 Lot 5 DP 135571 access to Tower 42
2010/82 4A1 Lot 1 DP 135571 access to Tower 42
2010/82 4A1 Pt Lot 1 DP 14602 access to Tower 42
2010/82 4A1 Pt Allot 52 Parish of Hunua access to Tower 42
2010/82 4A1 Lot 6 DP 135571 access to Tower 42
2010/82 4A1 Lot 4 DP 105171 access to Tower 43
2010/82 4A1 Pt Allot 96 Parish of Opaheke Towers 47, 48*,   
   Wiring Site
2010/83 5A1 Lot 3 DP 140864 access to Tower 47
2010/83 5A1 Lot 2 DP 140864 access to Tower 47
2010/83 5A1 Pt Allot 96 Parish of Opaheke access to Tower 48
2010/83 5A1 Lot 2 DP 127133 access to Tower 48
2010/83 5A1 Lot 3 DP 127133 access to Tower 49
2010/83 5A1 Lot 4 DP 127133 access to Tower 49
2010/83 5A1 Lot 6 DP 127134 access to Tower 49
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Authority Wiring Run Lots Towers
2010/83 5A1 Unformed Road, Parcel 5217037 access to Tower 51
2010/83 5A1 Lot 8 DP 163302 access to Tower 52
2010/83 5A1 Paper Road, Parcel Number  access to Tower 54
  5215321
2010/83 5A1 Pt Allot S93 Parish of Opaheke access to Tower   
   54A
2010/83 5A1 Lot 1 DP 419578 access to Tower   
   54A
2010/83 5A1 Lot 2 DP 127091 access to Tower 55
2010/83 5A1 Paper Road, Parcel Number  access to Tower 57
  5228134
2010/83 5A1 Lot 4 DP 314889 access to Tower 60
2010/83 5A1 Pt Lot 1 DP 11430 Tower 61
2010/84 11A Lot 2 DP 29664 Tower 156
2010/84 11A Legal Paper Road Tower 156
2010/85 12A Lot 2 DPS 724 Tower 159
2010/85 12A Lot 1 DPS 67106 Tower 160
2010/85 12A Lot 2 DPS 89880 Towers 165, 166
2010/85 12A Parcel Number 4586105 Tower 166
2010/85 12A Lot 1 DPS 83570 Tower 173
2010/85 12A Lot 2 DP 29348 Tower 174, 175*,   
   176*, 177*
2010/86 13A Lot 1 DP 36561 Tower 177
2010/86 13A Lot 1 DP 36561 Tower 178
2010/86 13A Lot 1 DP 18570 Tower 189
2010/86 13A Lot 2 DP 18570 Tower 189
2010/86 13A Pt Lot 1 DP 32840 Towers 190, 191
2010/86 13A Lot 2 DPS 17834 Tower 192
2010/86 13A Lot 4 DP 4950 Tower 192
2010/87 14A Lot 2 DPS 17834 Tower 193
2010/87 14A Lot 2 DP 307564 Tower 195
2010/87 14A Lot 11 DP 307564 Tower 195
2010/87 14A Lot 2 DPs 15208 Tower 195
2010/87 14A Pt Lot 4 DP 8138 Tower 197
2010/87 14A Lot 1 DP 333284 Tower 197
2010/87 14A Lot 2 DP 333284 Tower 197
2010/87 14A Lot 5 DP 407570 Tower 197
2010/87 14A Lot 2 DP 333284 Tower 198
2010/87 14A Lot 1 DP 33419 Tower 201
2010/87 14A Lot 1 DPS 3919 Towers 201, 202,    
   203
2010/87 14A Lot 2 DPS 67319 Tower 204
2010/87 14A Sec 4 Blk Maungakawa Survey  Tower 207
  District, Parcel Number 4441609
2010/87 14A Sec 4 Blk Maungakawa Survey  Tower 207
  District, Parcel Number 4517091 
2010/88 15A Lot 1 DP 22804 Tower 213
2010/88 15A Lot 4 DPS 72768 Tower 216
2010/88 15A Lot 1 DPS 73990 Tower 216
2010/88 15A Lot 1 DPS 76633 Tower 217
2010/88 15A Lot 1 DP 324424 Towers 218, 219
2010/88 15A Lot 1 DPS 73346 Tower 220
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Authority Wiring Run Lots Towers
2010/88 15A Lot 4 DPS 64533 Tower 222
2010/88 15A Lot 2 DPS 91674 Tower 223
2010/153 16A Lot 2 DPS 40672 Towers 224, 225,   
   Wiring Site
2010/153 16A Lot 2 DP 25237 access to Tower   
   225
2010/153 16A Pt Sec 3 Blk V Maungakawa SD Tower 227
2010/153 16A Lot 1 DP 13342 access to Towers   
   230, 233
2010/153 16A Pt Lot 14 DP 11745 Towers 231, 232,   
   232A
2010/153 16A Lot 1 DPS 62936 Tower 233
2010/153 16A Lot 12 DP 9810 access to Tower   
   233
2010/153 16A Lot 2 DPS 966 access to Tower   
   233
2010/153 16A Pt Lot 2 DPS 35119 Towers 234, 235
2010/153 16A Lot 1 DP 366563 access to Tower   
   236
2010/153 16A Lot 2 DP 366563 access to Tower   
   236
2010/153 16A Lot 3 DP 366563 Tower 237
2010/153 16A Lot 1 DPS 88170 access to Tower   
   237
2010/153 16A Lot 4 DP 366563 access to Tower   
   237
2010/153 16A Lot 1 DP 13342 
2010/153 16A Lot 2 DPS 88170 Tower 238
2010/154 17A Lot 10 DP 11745 Tower 239, Wiring  
   Site
2010/154 17A Lot 1 DPS 75850 access to Tower   
   240
2010/154 17A Sec 6 Blk XIV Maungakawa SD Tower 244
2010/154 17A Lot 1 DPS 67187 Tower 245
2010/154 17A Lot 2 DPS 92243 Tower 246
2010/155 18A Lot 2 DPS 52057 access to Tower   
   251
2010/155 18A Sec 77 Te Miro Settlement access to Tower   
   251
2010/156 19A Lot 2 DP 345041 Towers 262, 263
2010/156 19A Lot 4 DP 307026 Towers 267, 267A
2010/156 19A Lot 2 DP 22739 Towers 268, 269
2010/156 19A Sec 8 Blk XI Cambridge SD Towers 274, 275
2010/157 20A Lot 6 DP 304349 Tower 276
2010/157 20A Pt Lot 2 DPS 1620 Towers 277, 278
2010/157 20A Sec 1 SO 310663 Tower 279
2010/157 20A Sec 5 Blk XI Cambridge SD Tower 280
2010/157 20A Lot 1 DPS 86374 Tower 281
2010/157 20A Sec 4 Blk XI Cambridge SD access to Tower   
   281
2010/157 20A Sec 7 Blk XI Cambridge SD access to Tower   
   281
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Authority Wiring Run Lots Towers
2010/157 20A Pt Lot 16 Deeds Plan C 36 Tower 282
2010/157 20A Lot 2 DPS 76676 access to Tower   
   282
2010/157 20A Lot 1 DPS 82829 access to Towers   
   282, 284
2010/157 20A Lot 1 DPS 62514 Towers 283, 284
2010/157 20A Lot 2 DPS 87486 Towers 285, 286a,   
   286b, 287
2010/157 20A Pt Lot VIA DP 3300 Tower 289
2010/157 20A Sec 10 Blk XV Cambridge SD Tower 290
2010/179 5B Pt Allot 96 Parish of Opaheke Towers 47 and 48
2010/179 5B Lot 3 DP 140864 access to Tower 47
2010/179 5B Lot 2 DP 140864 access to Tower 47
2010/179 5B Lot 2 DP 127133 access to Tower 48
2010/180 6A1 Lot 11 DP 7824 Tower 63
2010/180 6A1 Lot 1 DP 17702 access to Tower 63
2010/190 21A Sec 10 Blk XV Cambridge SD Tower 291, wiring   
   site
2010/190 21A Sec 11 Blk XV Cambridge SD access to Tower   
   290*
2010/190 21A Pt Lot 5 DP 7038 Towers 291A, 292,   
   293, 296, 297
2010/190 21A Lot 6 DP 7038 Tower 296
2010/190 21A Lot 1 DP 342158 Tower 297
2010/190 21A Lot 1 DP 338604 access to Tower   
   297
2010/190 21A Pt Lot 7 DP 12360 Tower 298
2010/190 21A Pt Lot 1 DP 14813 Towers 299 and   
   300
2010/190 21A Lot 1 DP 369418  access to Tower   
   300
2010/190 21A Lot 2 DP 369418  Tower 301, wiring   
   site
2010/190 21A Lot 2 DP 8335 access to Tower   
   301
2010/191 22A Lot 2 DPS 88316 access to Tower   
   302
2010/191 22A Lot 1 DP 343365 Towers 303, 304
2010/191 22A Lot 2 DP 320685 Towers 305, 306,   
   307, 308
2010/191 22A Pt Horahora Block Towers 309, 310
2010/191 22A Lot 10 DP 24577 access to Tower   
   310
2010/191 22A Lot 1 DPS 75777 Tower 311
2010/191 22A Lot 6 DP 24577 access to Tower   
   311
2010/191 22A Pt Lot 2 DPS 32264 Tower 312
2010/191 22A Lot 1 DP 25057 Tower 313
2010/191 22A Lot 2 DPS 91952 Tower 314
2010/191 22A Pt Lot 3 DP 10556 Towers 315, 316,   
   317
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2010/191 22A Lot 1 DPS 11290 access to Tower   
   317
2010/192 23A Lot 2 DP 341642 Towers 321, 322
2010/192 23A Sec 74 Blk XII Maungatautari SD access to Tower   
   321
2010/192 23A Lot 4 DP 18442 access to Tower   
   322
2010/192 23A Pt Sec 24 Blk IX Patetere  access to Tower
  North SD 331
2010/192 23A Sec 62 Blk IX Patetere North SD access to Tower   
   331
2010/192 23A Huihuitaha 2A2 Towers 333, 334,   
   335
2010/192 23A Lot 2 DP 24181 access to Tower   
   335
2010/192 23A Lot 3 DP 24181 access to Tower   
   335
2010/192 23A Pt Lot 1 DP 24496 Tower 336
2010/193 24A Lot 1 DPS 91758 Tower 337
2010/193 24A Waotu South 17 Towers 352, 353
2010/193 24A Waotu South (10A-C)3 access to Tower   
   353
2010/194 25A Lot 5 DP 354784 Tower 373
2010/213 26A Lot 5 DP 354784 Towers 374, 375,   
   377, 378, 379
2010/213 26A Lot 2 DPS 1405 Towers 380, 381
2010/213 26A Lot 4 DPS 1405 access to Tower   
   381
2010/213 26A Lot 3 DPS 1405 Towers 383, 384,   
   385
2010/213 26A Pt Lot 2 DP 25101 access to Tower   
   385
2010/213 26A Lot 2 DPS 90122 Towers 386, 387,   
   388, 389, 390, 392,   
   393*, 394*, 395*,   
   396*, 397*, 399*,   
   400* and 401*
2010/214 27A Lot 3 DPS 90122 access to Tower   
   401
2010/214 27A Pt Maraetai Tower 402
2010/214 27A Sec 1 Blk III Whakamaru SD access to Tower   
   402
2010/214 27A Pt Whakamaru Maungaiti Towers 403, 404,   
   405, 406, 407, 411,   
   423, 424, 425, 426,  
   427
2010/214 27A Pt Lot 1 DP 20269 Towers 408, 409,   
   410*
2010/215 28A Pt Whakamaru Maungaiti Tower 411
2010/215 28A Pt Lot 2 DP 20269 Towers 413, 414,   
   415, 416, 418, 419,   
   420, 421, 422
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2010/215 28A Pt Whakamaru Maungaiti Towers 423, 424
2010/215 28A Sec 32 Blk VI Whakamaru SD access to Tower   
   424
2010/215 28A Pt Whakamaru Maungaiti Towers 425, 426,   
   427*
2010/216 29A Sec 40 Blk VI Whakamaru SD access to Tower   
   427
2010/216 29A Pt Sec 81 Blk X Whakamaru SD Tower 429
2010/316 6C Pt Allot 186 Parish of Koheroa Tower 75
2010/317 7B Lot 1 DPS 23254 Tower 84
2010/317 7B Lot 1 DP 32767 Towers 91 and 92
2010/317 7B Lot 3 DP 32767 Tower 93 Tower 92
2010/318 8B Lot 1 DPS 81308 access to Tower 98
2010/319 9B Sec 5 Taniwha Settlement Tower 127
2010/320 11B Lot 1 DPS 44792 Tower 142
2010/320 11B Lot 1 DP 29065 Tower 155
2010/321 12B Land on DP 3101 Towers 167, 168,   
   169, 170, 172
2010/322 13B Tauhei 7A5B2C1 Tower 185
2010/322 13B Pt Lot 4 DP 4950 access to Tower   
   192
2010/323 14B Tauhei Main Outlet Drain  access to Tower
  Reserve DP 2463 Part  206
  Hangawera Block
2010/323 14B Part Outlet Reserve DP 2463  access to Tower
  Part Hangawera Block 207
2010/323 14B Lot 1 DP 35343 Tower 208
2010/324 15B Lot 4 DP 399922 Towers 209, 210
2010/325 17B Lot 3 DPS 92243 Tower 246
2010/326 29B Sec 2 Blk VI Whakamaru SD Tower 428
2011/35 1C Lot 3 DP 169254 Tower 13A
2011/35 1C Lot 4 DP 142829 Tower 18
2011/35 1C Lot 5 DP 142829 access to Tower 18
2011/35 1C Sec 1 SO 68169 / Paper Road access to Tower 18
2011/36 3B Lot 9 DP 375298 Tower 34
2011/36 3B Pt Allot 156 Parish of Hunua Tower 35 Tower 36
2011/36 3B Pt Allot 155 Parish of Hunua Tower 36
2011/37 5C Lot 8 DP 7824 access to Towers   
   58, 59
2011/37 5C Lot 9 DP 7824 Tower 59
2011/37 5C Lot 10 DP 7824 Tower 60
2011/38 6D Pt Allot 138 Parish of Otau Towers 64 and 65
2011/38 6D Allot 51 Parish of Otau Tower 70
2011/38 6D Pt Allot 36 Parish of Otau access to Towers   
   70, 71
2011/38 6D Allot 73 Parish of Otau Tower 71
2011/39 7C Pt Allot 57 Maramarua Parish Towers 88, 89
2011/39 7C Lot 3 DPS 1453 access to Towers   
   88, 89
2011/40 8C Pt Allot 6 Maramarua Parish Tower 97
2011/40 8C Lot 4 DP 369411 Tower 98
2011/40 8C Lot 3 DP 369411 access to Tower 98
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2011/41 9C Lot 3 DP 363753 Towers 121, 122
2011/41 9C Pt Sec 12 Taniwha Settlement access to Tower   
   125
2011/41 9C Sec 3 Taniwha Settlement Tower 126
2011/41 9C Sec 4 Taniwha Settlement access to Tower   
   126
2011/41 9C Sec 20 Taniwha Settlement access to Tower   
   127
2011/42 10B Pt Lot 1 DP 16646 Towers 132, 133
2011/42 10B Pt Sec 1s Tangao Settlement access to Tower   
   137
2011/43 14C Lot 1 DP 8138 Tower 194
2011/43 14C Lot 4 DPS 79637 Tower 196
2011/43 14C Lot 6 DP 8138 Towers 199, 200
2011/44 19B Pt Sec 6 Te Miro Settlement Tower 264
2011/44 19B Pt Lot 2 DP 22079 Towers 265, 266
2011/44 19B Lot 1 DPS 22053 access to Towers   
   265, 266
2011/44 19B Lot 1 DPS 9597 Towers 270, 271,   
   272, 273
2011/45 20B Pt Lot 2 DP 36274 access to Tower   
   289
2011/45 20B Sec 9 Blk XV Cambridge SD access to Tower   
   289
2011/46 25B Lot 1 DP 354784 Towers 366, 367,   
   368, 369, 370, 372
2011/90 11C Lot 2 DP 27671 Towers 157, 158
2011/91 15C Pt Lot 1 DP 36758 Tower 214
2011/91 15C Lot 1 DPS 30606 Access to Tower   
   214
2011/91 15C Pt Lot 1 DP 2465 Tower 215
2011/92 20C Lot 8 DP 312838 Tower 288
2011/93 22B Lot 1 DPS 28108 Tower 318
2011/94 23B Lot 2 DPS 28108 Towers 319, 320
2011/111 17C Lot 2 DP 9810 Towers 241, 242
2011/111 17C Lot 1 DP 15442 Tower 243
2011/112 22C Pt Horahora Block Parcel  Tower 308
  ID 4409703
2011/139 4C Lot 8 DP 200484 Tower 44
2011/139 4C Allot 50D Parish of Hunua access to Tower 44
2011/139 4C Lot 7 DP 197582 Tower 45
2011/140 8D Lot 1 DPS 63912 Towers 110, 111
2011/140 8D Sec 13 Mangakura Settlement Tower 112
2011/141 11D Lot 1 DPS 91554 Tower 145
2011/141 11D Allot 277 Taupiri Parish Towers 146, 147
2011/142 15D Pt Lot 9 DP 16038 Towers 211, 212
2011/142 15D Sec 15 BLK I Maungakawa SD access to Towers   
   211, 212
2011/143 18B Lot 2 DPS 89953 Towers 259, 260
2011/143 18B Sec 4 Blk III Cambridge SD Tower 261
2011/144 24B Lot 2 DPS 2952 Tower 341
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2011/169 1D Lot 1 DP 153991 access to Towers   
   16A, 16B
2011/170 7D Lot 2 DP 22291 Tower 96
2011/171 8E Lot 3 DP 22291 access to Tower 97
2011/172 9D Lot 2 DPS 6630 Tower 114
2011/172 9D Allot 164 Whangamarino Parish Tower 123
2011/172 9D Pt Allot 163 Whangamarino  Tower 124
  Parish
2011/173 10C Lot 4 DP 332466 Towers 139, 140A,   
   140B, 141
2011/174 17D Lot 1 DPS 86372 Towers 247, 248
2011/174 17D Lot 2 DPS 86372 Towers 249, 250,   
   251*
2011/175 18C Lot 1 DPS 86000 Towers 252, 253
2011/175 18C Pt Sec 23S Te Miro Settlement access to Towers   
   252, 253
2011/175 18C Lot 2 DPS 86000 Tower 254
2011/175 18C Sec 21S Te Miro Settlement Tower 255
2011/175 18C Lot 4 DP 309274 Towers 256, 257,   
   258
2011/176 25C Waotu South 14 Block Towers 354, 355
2011/176 25C Lot 1 DP 396966 Towers 356, 357,   
   358, 359, 360, 361
2011/176 25C Lot 3 DP 396966 Towers 360, 362,   
   364, 365
2011/179 6E Allot 106 Parish of Otau Towers and access   
   to Towers 66, 67
2011/179 6E Allot 65 Parish of Otau access to Towers   
   66, 67, 69
2011/179 6E Lot 1 DP 52908  access to Towers   
   66, 67, 69
2011/179 6E Lot 1 DP 52908 Tower and access   
   to Tower 69
2011/180 13C Lot 2 DP 417722 Towers 179, 180,   
   181, 182, 183, 184
2011/180 13C Lot 2 DP 417722 Towers and access   
   to Towers 179, 180,  
   181, 182, 183, 184
2011/181 16B Lot 2 DPS 87977 Tower and access   
   to Tower 236
2011/244 10D Lot 1 DPS 83406 Tower and access   
   to Tower 138
2011/245 11E Allot 300 Taupiri Parish Tower and access   
   to Tower 151
2011/245 11E Allot 301 Taupiri Parish access to Towers   
   151,152
2011/246 16C Lot 1 DP 26134 Towers and access   
   to Towers 228, 229
2011/247 23C Sec 42 Blk XII Maungatautari  Towers and access
  SD to Towers 323, 324
2011/247 23C Lot 2 DPS 1252 Tower and access   
   to Tower 325
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2011/247 23C Lot 2 DPS 31548 Towers and access   
   to Towers 329, 330,  
   331
2011/247 23C Lot 2 DPS 33944 Tower and access   
   to Tower 332
2011/247 23C Lot 2 DPS 91758 Towers and access   
   to Towers 337, 338
2011/247 23C Lot 1 DPS 92029 access to Towers   
   337, 338
2011/247 23C Lot 2 DPS 10646 access to Towers   
   337, 338
2011/248 24C Lot 2 DP 345190 Towers and access   
   to Towers 339, 340,  
   341, 342
2011/291 11F Pt Allot 270 Taupiri Parish Towers and access   
   to Towers 143, 144
2011/291 11F Allot 267 Taupiri Parish access to Towers   
   143, 144
2011/292 13D Pt Lot 1 DP 26041 Towers and access   
   to Towers 187, 188
2011/293 16D Lot 1 DPS 7873 Tower and access   
   to Tower 226
2011/293 16D Lot 1 DPS 14286 Tower and access   
   to Tower 230
2011/294 22D Pt Lot 1 DP 27020 Tower and access   
   to Tower 302
2011/295 24D Lot 2 DPS 23922 Tower and access   
   to Tower 351
2011/309 12C Lot 2 DP 322420 Tower and access   
   to Tower 161
2011/309 12C Pt Lot 3 DP 23291 Tower and access   
   to Tower 162
2011/309 12C Lot 1 DPS 2283 Tower and access   
   to Tower 163
2011/309 12C Lot 2 DPS 2283 Tower and access   
   to Tower 164
2011/310 13E 7A5B2C3 Tauhei Towers and access   
   to Towers 185, 186
2011/310 13E 7A6B1 Tauhei access to Towers   
   185, 186
2011/310 13E 7A6A2 Tauhei access to Tower   
   185, Tower and   
   access to Tower   
   186
2011/311  Lot 1 DP 13342 ARI-PAK 122 
   (pa T14/110)
2011/351 23D Sec 14 & 67 Blk XII Maunga- Towers and access
  tautari Survey District to Towers 326, 327,  
   328
2011/352 24E Pt Lot 1 DP 23973 Tower and access   
   to Tower 343
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2011/352 24E Lot 9 DP 24182 access to Tower   
   434
2011/352 24E Pt Lot 1 DP 23662 Towers and access   
   to Towers 344, 345,  
   346
2011/353 11G Allot 286 Taupiri Parish Tower and access   
   to Tower 148
2011/353 11G Allot 291 Taupiri Parish Towers and access   
   to Towers 149, 150
2011/353 11G Allot 695 Taupiri Parish Towers and access   
   to Towers 152, 153
2011/353 11G Allot 573 Taupiri Parish Tower and access   
   to Tower 154
2011/369 14D Pt Lot 1 DP 8137 Towers and access   
   to Towers 205, 206
2011/370 24F Lot 2 DP 2947 Tower and access   
   to Tower 347
2011/392  Lot 4 DP 32767 Pa S12/253
2011/398 15E Lot 2 DPS 73346 Tower and access   
   to Tower 221
2011/399 24G Lot 1 DP 352553 Towers and access   
   to Towers 348, 349,  
   350
2011/459 1E Pt Allot 24 PARISH OF Wairoa Wiring site   
   Towers 17, 18
2011/460 2B Lot 2 DP 322443 Wiring site   
   Towers 28, 29
2011/461 5D Lot 3 DP 11430, Lot 11 DP 7824 Wiring site   
   Towers 62, 63
2011/462 6F Lot 1 DP 388392,  Wiring site
  Pt Lot 16 DP 10636 Towers 78, 79
2011/463 7E Lot 3 DP 22291 Wiring site   
   Towers 96, 97
2011/464 8F Lot 1 DPS 90141 Wiring site   
   Towers 113, 114
2011/465 9E Lot 1 DPS 6244 Wiring site   
   Towers 130, 131
2011/466 10F Lot 1 DPS 44792 Wiring site   
   Towers 141, 142
2011/467 11H Lot 2 DPS 724 Wiring site   
   Towers 158, 159
2011/468 12D Lot 2 DP 29348 Wiring site   
   Towers 175, 176
2011/469 13F Lot 1 DP 8138 Wiring site   
   Towers 193, 194
2011/470 14E Lot 4 DP 399922 Wiring site   
   Towers 208, 209
2011/471 16E Lot 2 DPS 88170 Wiring site   
   Towers 238, 239
2011/472 17E Lot 2 DPS 86372,  Wiring site
  Lot 3 DPS 84989,  Towers 250, 251
  Lot 2 DPS 84989
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2011/473 18D Lot 2 DPS 89953 Wiring site   
   Towers 259, 260
2011/474 19C Lot 6 DP 304349 Wiring site   
   owers 275, 276
2011/475 21B Pt Lot 1 DP 27020 Wiring site   
   Towers 301, 302
2011/476 22E Lot 2 DPS 28108 Wiring site   
   Towers 318, 319
2011/477 23E Lot 2 DPS 91758 Wiring site   
   Towers 337, 338
2011/478 24H Waotu South 14 Wiring site   
   Towers 354, 355
2011/479 25D Lot 5 DP 354784 Wiring site   
   Towers 373, 374
2011/480 26B Lot 5 DP 430232 Wiring site   
   Towers 392, 393
2011/481 27B Pt Lot 1 DP 20269 Wiring site   
   Towers 409, 410
2011/482 28B Pt Whakamaru Maungaiti Wiring site   
   Towers 426, 427
2011/492 10E Lot 1 DPS 10847 Towers and access   
   to Towers 134, 135
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Appendix C Summary of NIGUP 
tower sites monitored

Tower Start date End date Sites within 1 km Finds
32 6 June 2010 12 November 2010 S11/1031  yes
    (gum digger trench) 
56 19 February 2010 19 February 2010 n/a no
66 9 May 2011 10 May 2011 S12/39, S12/40, S12/42,  no
    S12/325 (pa, pits, rifl e pits) 
69 13 February 2011 14 February 2011 S12/35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 43,  yes
    44, 324, 325 (pits, rifl e pits,
    garden mounds, historic 
    house site) 
76 16 February 2010 16 February 2010 n/a no
77 16 February 2010 16 February 2010 n/a no
78 12 February 2010 12 February 2010 S12/49 (pa) no
86 9 August 2010 16 August 2010 n/a no
87 9 August 2010 16 August 2010 n/a no
91 16 August 2010 17 August 2010 n/a no
93 6 December 2010 7 December 2010 S12/253 (pa) yes
94 29 November 2010 12 September 2011 S12/253 (pa) no
95 22 September 2010 23 September 2010 S12/253 (pa) no
99 2 March 2011 2 March 2011 S12/10 (pa) no
140 A 4 April 2011 4 April 2011 S13/30 (pa) no
140 B 4 April 2011 4 April 2011 S13/30 (pa) no
141 11 April 2011 3 May 2011 S13/30 (pa) yes
190 21 January 2011 21 January 2011 n/a no
192 28 October 2010 29 October 2010 n/a no
225 1 December 2010 1 December 2010 n/a no
233 6 April 2010 7 April 2010 T14/110 (pa) no
283 10 December 2010 10 December 2010 T15/96 & 97 (pa) no
284 17 January 2011 20 January 2011 T15/208 & 97 (rock  no
    shelter, pa) 
285 18 January 2011 26 January 2011 T15/208 & 97 (rock  no
    shelter, pa) 
287 18 January 2011 26 January 2011 T15/208 & 97 (rock  no
    shelter, pa) 
290 28 February 2011 1 March 2011 T15/104 & 178 (pa,  no
    garden soils) 
291 28 February 2011 1 March 2011 T15/104 & 178 (pa,  no  
   garden soils) 
307 8 February 2011 8 February 2011 T15/153 (pa) no
308 3 February 2011 4 February 2011 T15/153 (pa) yes
313 15 August 2011 15 August 2011 T15/242 no
314 28 2011 3 April 2013 n/a yes
365 15 March 2011 15 March 2011 T16/148, 149, 152, 153,  no  
   156, 157 (rock shelters/
   rock art)
366 17 January 2011 8 December 2011 T16/148, 149, 152, 153,  no
   156, 157 (rock shelters/
   rock art) 
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